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''·. L . ' .·POLITIC~~  ·CONTEXt 
• 'l 
•  . I: 
.  Europe's ~rich  cultural  h~·ritage is  closely  link~d to  its ·rriany· languages;  uniting. its  . · 
·:peoples in national or regional communities and allowing them ·to _participate· fully  in··  . 
· · social, cultural: business and political life0 '. ·  .  •  ·  ·  · ·  '  · 
'  .  .  ~  . 
. The  Com~~ssion's White'Paper<
2.>,  the. Bangem.ann report<
3>  and· the Commission's Action · 
· Plan<
4 ~ evaluate the potential of  ~he infoJlllation.society and proviqe politiCal  guidance 
· on  its  development  The  Trans-Eur~peap.  NetWorks<
5>,.  the  RTD  actjvitif;ls  in  the 
··Fourth Framework .  Programme<
6>,  notably  Information ·Technologies,.  ACTS(?)  and 
Tetematics<
8>,  and recent proposals under the INF02000 ·programme(
9
)  demonstrate the 
-·extent  of efforts towards. implementation. Th.ese.efforts are linked to initiatives in the  -· 
. audiovisual  SeCtOf
10
)  and programmeS in  relation tO  education and'training._  :  ·  .  · 
.. ,  The European .Cot.mcil,  ~ee~ing'in Corfu in June  1994,.·stressedt~e importance of the 
·linguistic. aspects of the infoirnatiori society  and,  meeting)ri Cannes in June 1995,  it 
.emphasized the irhpoit:ance J)f the diversity of  languages in the European Union.-'  . 
. .  '  -- '."  .  .  .  .  . 
Today,  we-~are ·experiencing  profound  changes  in. human· c6nimun1catioris: .With: the·· 
arrival· of  global networked 'information an-d communication services for text, sound .and  . 
images ..  While these provide exciting challeng~s, .they could also have a marked effect· 
.·  on. the languages we use.  At worst, citizens tJnable to  ~ommunicate comfortably in the 
widely  spoken  languages  could  be ·denied .  full ·  patticipation  in  our  increasingly 
.. information-based soci~ty.  ·  ·· 
,~  .· 
.  ...  1 .. 
(I}  Council  Resolution  o~- iang~age  dive~sity and multilingualism tnthe European  Unio~, 
.·  '  12.June 15}95  (Doc.  7755/95).  .  .. ·.  ·  . .  . .  ..  .  .  .  .  . 
'  <7>  Growth;  Competitiveness,  Employment:  the  Chalh~nges and  Ways  Forward into' the·  · 
21st Century, White  Pap~r by the Commission of the European Corimiunities, ·1994. 
<J>.  ·  Bangemann, M.  (ed) Europe and the global Information Society: Recommendations to  · 
·.  ~  .  the European Council, 26 May 1994.  .  .  .  / ·  ·  ·  · 
<
4
>  .  ·Europe's: way ,to ·the  Information  Society.-· An  Action. Plan,  COM(94)  J47  of. 
19 July  1994.  ·  .·  .  .  ·  ·  .. '  ,  ·~  . · 
15
)  .  Under the Maastricht Treaty, there is special  provision fcir  Trans-European Networks 
for interchange of data. between a,dministrations,  OJ No C .224 of 31  August 1992 ....  ' 
~ (lil  Fourth; Fra,mework  Programme  of European,  Cqmmun~ty activities'. in .. the ,field 'of 
research: and .techriologiccil development and demonstration (J994-1998),;0JNo L 126, 
.~  18:5:1994,.  . .  ·  ~  .  .  .  ·'·_.  _:  .  '•,  ·,·.  .  ~  •: 
·(7)  Advanced  Co~munications J.'echnologies and  SerVices,  COM(94) 243..  .  .  . 
~:;.  Telematics Applications Program.me. Council Decision, OJ No~  334, 22.12.1994, p  .. 1. 
INF02000  Programme.· Proposal,  Stimulating  Multimedia· Inf9rmation  ·Content ·for·· · 
Business,  Administrations  and  Citizens  in  the  European  Information  Society. 
Communication from -Mr Bangemann to the Commission, March·  19~5..  · 
.(ltl)  • Strategy  to· strengthen  .. the: European ·programme  industry  in  the  cc;mtex:t  of the . 
audiovisual  .·policy  of· ·the  .EU;  Green  ·Paper.  by  · the  · Commission  of the · 
: ,,,::.  European Communities,  1994.·  ·  ·  · 
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(Bl 
such dang~rs could be avoided if we were able to ensure full  multilingual  support in 
the use  of electronic .information,  echoing the  call· for diversity of content,  including 
cultural and lingujstic .  content,  expres~ed~ by  the  G-7  meeting ·on  the  inforination 
society<.
11
).  While· this  diversity  will  continue  to ·depend  in  large ·part  on  national 
initiatives at the educational and cultUral levels;  it can also benefit considerably from 
efforts to provide better facilities for access to information in our various languages. 
Furthermore, the trans-European telecommunications netWorks<
12)now being established 
for- various  application· sectors ·will  benefit  from  efforts  to  promote  multilingual 
jnformation services.  ·  · 
Jn  m~re genenii  terms,  multilingual  support will· contribute to the functioning of the 
intemal market by facilitating interlingual communications and will strertgthen economic 
and social cohesion by  stimulating -c~llaboration between Europe's different language 
regions  ...  It  will  enable  the  citizens· of Europe  to  participate  more  fully  ·in  our 
·increasingly information-ba~ed society while providing new opportunities for SMEs to 
enter the multilingual infoiniation market. Indeed, increaSed awareness ofthe challenges 
and opportUnities of the multilingual-aspects of the information society will encourage 
. industry at large to address new markets by reducing linguistic constraints.  . 
What is needed  first  and foremost are  practical  sol~tions to the  problems industries 
,experience when launching products on foreigrt-language markets. It  is nqt.unusual for 
delays of  several months. to occur as a result-of the need for translation and l()calization 
in  tec~nical product support,  user manuals and. advertising.  In the. case of computer 
-products and services, language adaptation of software presents an even· l}eaviei: burden 
on the vendor,  frequently  discouraging the multilingual  approach.  Suitable tools ap.d 
. procedures to reduce these constraints can thus be expected to have a significant impact 
on cross-border trade in a variety of industrial sectors. 
The Commission itself, together with the other European institUtions; ~ill be able to 
-contribute_ considerable expertise· and· experience in the  development of multilit:tgual 
· tools  and  services-_ as  a  tesuft  of its  own  needs  for  translation,  interpr~ting  and 
multilingual publications. 'Indeed,.the European institutions stand to benefit directly from  · 
many of  the results obtained. Progress at the European level will, wherever possible, be 
shared·  with  Member  States  in  .the  interests  of  promoting  the  develop~ent ·of 
multilingual tools at the national level. 
.·This  communication analyses the issues arid. describes how progress can be made  i·n 
Europe with  th~ development of a multilingual  information  society  by· coordin11-ting  · 
efforts between the Member States and the. public and private sectors, so as to provide · 
adequate  language  support  for  its  citizens,  including  cost-effective' translation  and 
· multilingual·. customization.  · 
The very technologies, whose pervasive application can pose a threat to linguistic and 
cultural  diversity  in  the  information  society,  can  also  help  overcome  the  language 
barriers  in  Europe<
13>  by  reducing  the  cost  of  multiversionirig,  translation  and 
customization of information products and services. _  · 
However,  market  for~es  alone  will  not be 'sufficient to  bring about the  multilingual 
infonnation . society·  in  Europe.  Positive  action  is  required  at  the  level  of the 
Member States and  oft~e Union to catalyse the necessaiy  developm~nts.  · 
G-7  Ministerial  Conference  on  the  Information  Society,  Bru~sels;  25  and· 
26  February  1995, 'Chair's Conclusions. .  ·  ·.  ·  .  .  · . 
Proposal for a· European Parliament and Council Decision on a series ofguidelines for· 
trans-European tele'communications networks,  COM/95/224, 16 .June  1995. 
Speech by Mr Santer for the European Parliament, Strasbourg,  17 January  1995. 
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Co~m-~rdai. opp<?rtuniti~.s will}ollow: in the media industries (with improvements in.  ·. 
/''·  ·:.dubbin~r and sUbtitling),  in  doctitfi~nt..pteparatjon (by ·fiH~at:ts of spelling· and grammar , 
·'  .  ch~ckers) and .in tnany other activities involving translationbearing i~ mind tliafliterary, 
·translation requ,ires.a creative and:accufate adaptation ofthe.origin~ work Multilingmil · 
· . resources  will also  paye the way for a  variety of  ·Speech  applications from systems , 
.  - ... 
c~riverting'teXt int~ SIJeech tovoice-operated machinery for factories.> .  . ·  . .  ·.  · 
Europe wiil thus. be able tqmove towards a  ~:ultilin~al i_nformation  soci'ety;  creating 
new language.i11dustries and opening up  J1eW business. and cultural op-portunities for its· 
·citizens. This will, in tUm,  create new jobs and new markets, providing ~ potential for 
multilingual products and 1services throughout Europe and  acros~-the globe.  ·  · 
'  ''  2  .. · ·THE LINGUISTIC HERITAGE.OF EUROPE· 
2.1  : TIJe third language revolution  · .. · ·  .. ··· 
. Th~ee  ·successive-revolutions have transformed 'the_.nature  of human  .c~~muriication, .. 
each leading to significant functional'. changes  _in  language use.  ·  · · 
..  - - '  .  ~  •  "  . :  •  . .  '  'J 
1he first' c~me  :~iih the'  i~vention of  )i)ritit.lg  syste~s, providing  ac~ess to 'knowledge 
through  reading  and  ~ting.  For  the·  commo~ man;  howev~r,  fa~e-to-face  oral 
communication continued to .be the norrh.  · 
.  ·  Thf sec;ond. tel;~lution,· the_ tnven~ion of  mechanized  pri~Iting, dramatically e'l{pandedthe--
·horizons  of the ordinary  citizen.  Mass ~literacy was to provide  a basis  not only ·for. 
consolidating  acc::ess. ,  to  knowledge  and  ,,cultune  but  th~  means  for  .democratic · 
· ·  .. participation in mi.tional  govemm.e~t for.tpe very  first'time~ · 
. We  are  now  ~xperiencing the. third and most radical  re.volutioi1  ~~all,  iri  which. 
·.  computer-bas~d  ·technologies pffer individurus.iristant w.orldwide'access to  information, 
In this emerging information society, the role of  language is o~ce  again changing, more : 
:profoundly than ·everpefore, as-a result of  screen-bas~d  ·communication combining text,  < . · 
, im~geS and  SOUnd. .  .  I  . ,  . 
'  '· 
.TI!e.  ne.v · ;;,jor,;,aflon:.  technol~gie_~.  are·.·  radically  ·changi'!g  the·  natUre  .of 
communication, with.·considei'able  repercussioi1s·~'! the rol~ oflanguages. 
'· 
:(. 
.  '  ~~ 
Over 45 nation.al and regional  language~ and major regi~~al vari~ntsare spoken by the 
JSO  mil1ion  people of the European Union. Most are. of Romance,:.Germariic or Celtic .  ·, 
.'origin, .othersinclude Gre~k,,fiimish orBasque<~
4 l.  ··  ·  ·  ·  .·  .. 
.  · Europe's language diversity is,  ~owe~er, ~oderate in c-omparison  ~ith other area~ of·  .· 
·the world, Globally, estimates ofthe number of  different,.'mutually-unintelligible spok~n · 
language~ vary from 5,000 to25 000 depending:~on what counts as a lat:tgilage and what 
as a dialect.  ·  · · · 
But many  of ~he  mi~ority  language~ ~e experiericing  difficulties,·~~ften '·under the· ..  , 
influence of chc:mging patterns of communication. Penetration· o(the new t~chnologies .. 
could substantially  accelerate 'this process, threatening to diminish the linguistic  ~nd 
c~ltu'ral
05 >.  diversity. of  'Europe~ society.  .  :  ·  _  ·  . .  . .·  ·.  ·  ..  ·  ·  .. ·  ·  · 
n
4> .  Hearn  P.M.  and  Button,  O:f. (Eds.)  (l994) ·Language .Jndt.i'stries .. Atlas;  Affi:sterdam: 
·.I OS Press for CEC, Brussels and ,Luxembqurg.  .  ·  ·  ·:  · 
05
>  Eu~obarometer No 41, July  1994, provides· data· on  l~guage proficiency._ in Europe.' 
I• 
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...  : 
·,.' European integration. must be based on transpare!lCY for the citizen. Key legislation and  ·  · 
·communications must  therefore continue to be made available in the Union's languages 
to ensure full  understanding and wide. application. 
Europe enjoys a rich  diversity of  limguages.  The continuing proces.'t of  integration 
' will be significantly accelerated if  open access is provided to legi.<iilative  texts  and 
supporting documents for all its citizens in the various languages used 
2~3 · The differenf roles of language. 
Languages have profound yet complex effects on many aspects of society. 
Th~y serve to foster. social cohesion in our countries or regions, encouraging common 
vaJues.  A common language facilitates open communication at  all  levels of society. 
Conversely,  differences  in  language  hamper communication,  causing  difficulties for 
minority. groups.  · 
Language is also an  in~trumerit for safeguarding democracy. Society flourishes on open. 
debate and discussion: freedom of speech is a cornerstone of our democratic systems; 
the free press acts as a guardian of democratic expression;· and langti,age is the vehicle 
· .  used by  each and every citizen in  his contribution to democracy.  The transparency of· 
· the  functioning  of the  European  Institutions  can  therefore  only  be  ensured  by  the  · 
availability ofmultilingual support.  .  .  .  .  .  · 
Our  wltural  life  is  intimately  linked  to  language.  Every  country  has  its· poet  or 
playwright whose work symbolizes the cultural identity of  its people, while much of  our 
cultural heritage is enshrined in our various languages
1
•  •  ·  ~  .  •  . 
' 
. Lastly, there  ar~ economic aspects.  Languages d,etermine markets,  often in  relation to 
translation or customization costs which can become a significant factor in international 
trade whatever the product or service  . .In the software industries, language custorriization  . 
of software products contributes significantly to their cost,  although customization will 
aLso  increase the market for  such  products.  Europe's film  and  televisipri industries as 
well as its cultural industries and institutions, unlike their American counterparts, have 
to bear the cost of dubbing and subtitling if they wish to reach large audiences. 
The political,  cultural and ecoiwmic effects of  langutiges will each require proper 
attention ·in  building Europe'~· information society.  ·  · 
3.  THE EMERGING INFORMATION SOCIETY 
.3.1  A new technological revolution 
'  ' 
The convergence of information and tele~omqmnications technologies is transforming: 
· the nature of communicatioir at  every leveL of society. 
Not only are these. technologies able to pro~ide new ways of accessing, distributing and 
handling  information  in  its  various  forms (text,  sound,  images;  video),  their· use  is 
'already transforming the way in which we live and work, taking. us· from a society based 
on physical goods to one which is increasingly centred on knowledge and information. 
The infom1ation society is gathering m6mentum in fa~tories, offices, schools and  ho~es 
in all  our Member.State~. New approacnes to information access are leading to a more 
open society  with  an  increasing flow of knowledge,  information,  documentation  and 
entertainment within and across frontiers.  ·· 
6 Econpmic  activities  pre~iously  centred  on  local  markets  now  have ,  international· 
:potential.  Culture-specific marlcets s11ch  as publishing,  softw~re production a11d  home 
computer services are i11creasingly  adopting a multinationai approach. .  · 
\  .. ,  ·.  .  . 
Global information links,  i~cluding  sat~llite and cable  tetevisio~, are· rapidly .b~coming 
·  .. commonplace. Worldwide compuier networks s~ch as the Internet attract c'ountless new 
. European users  ev~ry.  m_onth.  · ,  ·  ·  · 
.. · The  -informatiOJi  re,olution  is · radically  changing·  the 'nature  ·  a·nd.  use  ·of 
;  .  commUnications throughout  society~  prov~ding  new opportunities for bus,ness, culture 
and educa#on.  .  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
· .  3.2  ·.  ·A dual challenge for E_urope · ·  · 
As information· affects ev~ry level  ~f  society,. pro  vi sian o(equat  qpportuniti~s  for  access  ..  ·· 
is a key Jssue. Indeed; left uncheck~d, the information revolution could _lead to a :t-wo- · ' 
tier societY, differentiating between those able to make full  u·se o£the technologies a'nd 
those prevented from· doing· so,  often_ because of the' language factor.  ..  ·  · 
.  ...  .  .  .  '  . 
The ·dual challenge· for Europe in the emerging information society is  th~refore,  ·one of  . 
maintaining our rich  linguistic and. cultural· diversity"c while ensuring equal opportunities ·· 
for our businesses ·and .citizens to participate in  th~ n_ew information age and to share 
its benefits.  ·.  · .  · ·  · • , ·  .  .. .  . .  .  ·  · .  .  .  ·  -.  .  : ·  · 
'·, 
Industry must adapt to reillain competitive, in E!Jropean and world markets~ Co~panies 
-will  have to pay  careful· attention  to  linguistic  a.Q.d; cultural  factors  in  tackling their 
. pro4uct  .d~velopment and  marketing  strategies.  SMEs .experiencing  difficulty  in 
. -acqui'ring such ~owleqge  and in adapting their ptoduct·lines_ and·marketing,_wil! only  ·.  · 
benefit once they have ur:tderstood the nature of the problem. 
To  meet. these  challenges,  Europe's.  ·informatio~  so~iety inust  remain .multilingual. 
Citizens througnout the Union must be ableto communicate to the full,  not only with· 
other Europeans but.with partners through.o1r~t the world. They must be 'given the means 
.·to .live and  work  toget~er .efficiently,  in  a  spirit.of toleran9e,  democracy ·and social 
-umty.  .  ·  -
· .·A  multilingual approach  to  commun~cations will provide .equal  opportunitie~ for 
indit,iduals . and  businesses,·  whateVer  their  language,  to  participate ·in  the· new 
.informatio~ age.  ·  , 
-3.3 ··  Market forces. will not suffice 
The rapid rise  in u~e of information and  communic_ation  t~~hnolog:ies Will  naturally 
favour languages which can  be successfully  processed,  Languages supported by  key. 
software products offering powerful facilities' for ~anipulating  text also provide almost  ·, 
unli~ited access to information services in those ·languages  .. _  ·  ··  ·  ·  · 
Iri -this respect, market. forces tend to concentrate on a limited number of-languages. in 
.  order to bring the services as. rapidly as possible to a: substantial number. of  users. 1'he 
effect of  these trenc;Js is to exclude a large .number of Europeans who do not master the •. 
languages concerned as well as companies,_ SMEs in particular, that' do not acquire the · . 
!  . : l(!.Jlguage expertise, denying them proper access to the benefits of the new information 
age.  The long-teim viability of languages not specifically-supported is therefore put at  . 
risk.  .  .  ·.  J  •  . 
There is a clear n~ed  for,actions to.ensure a· balance 'between the maJor languages 
and 'languages serving smaller· national or regional- communiti~s in Europ~ . 
7 
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i  ': 3.4  Solutions for industry 
Iii the emerging information society, products are increasingly accompanied by  compl~x 
·.support material,  in the form  of user manuals  or,  in  the  case of software, ·as  screen 
messages displayed in the language of the. user.  Failure to provide such multilingual  .. 
support presents a number of formal and practical restrictions .on the markets which can 
be successfully addressed. In the absence of multilingual support, products frequently 
result in considerable frustration for the·user. 
Industries large and  small  are all  too well  aware of the time and cost taken to bring 
products  to  foreign..:language  markets.  All  too  frequently,  manufacturers  decide  to 
restrict their marketing approaches to those areas where translation requirements can be . 
avoided or kept at a minimum.  ·  · 
As. a  conseque~ce, the European market does not function well  for a wide range of 
products, particularly those with an important information component, or niche markets 
generally served by SME's.  ·  · 
In the. first place industry needs clarity about the language requirements of the market, 
so  that. they  can  prepare  and  are  subjected  to the· same  linguistic  regimes  as  their 
com peri tors.  ·  ·.  _  ·  .. 
Secondly, they need to accelerate adapting their linguistic competence and marketing 
strategies, including the use; of  advanced language tools, translation serVices and l:mman 
linguistic capabilities.  · 
Thirdly,  the  tools,  services  and  best practices must be developed  according to  their 
. specific needs.  There is a clear role for the language engineering industry to develop . 
and market the products that improve cost-effectiveness. 
' 
In  view of the European and multilingual nature of the .problem, CommunitY action ts 
needed addressing the market, the supplier industries and the language industries in a 
coherent way. ·  · 
Coordinated action at Union  level will help  ~vercome some of  the problems which 
indil,idual companies now find impossible to solve alone. 
4.  PRESERVING LANGUAGE DIVERSITY IN EUROPE 
4.1  The role of the Member States 
Preservation of the various languages in Europe is primarily  a task for the countries 
concerned, some of whom have_ explicit language policies. Inspired by the wishes ofits 
citizen,s,  each Member State and regi9n places special value on its languages, insisting 
on  their  .continued  recognition  in  the  European  ·context.  The  development. and 
availability of tools-specific to the languages used in a Memb.er  ~tate or region, should 
be the prime responsibility of that Member· State or region. 
All the Member States and regions thus have a. common interest in preserving language 
· diversity in the European Union as it  ent~rs the ·information age.  · 
Each Member-.~tate and region has a decisive role to play in preserving its language 
or languages, in accordance with subsidiarity.  ·" 
8 ,•  ~. 
. 4.2 . · ::rhe-roie- of. the Eiitopeari Ufiion 
. The European Institutions;  ~~~~ci~-ly the Commiss~on,:  can-pl~y a c~truytic role and !idd 
value to nationill  efforts by:  ·  · .·.  ·.  · · .  · ....  ·  ·:- ·  ·  ·  .  ·  ·  · 
~  '  ' .  ..  .  .  ' ' 
·  . safeguarding the status of  offi.ciallan~~ges;·  i~  ac~ordance  ~ih  rules regulating the _ 
· use· of hi.nguages in the European InstitutionsC
16>,  .  .  .  .·  ·  .  · ·  .  ;  · - ,  .. •  · • 
.  •  ,  .  ~  ~  .  ,  .  . I  ..  '  .  '  .  (.,  .  '  .  ,  . 
informing-public  o~ganizations  ·and industry of the im-portance of language issues: 
in the information age, with a view to identifying common problems ·and possible 
·  ·  ·solutions~ ·  ·  - . - - ·  .  ~ ·  .  , .  .  . 
'\ 
. stimulating the  lang~age i~dustries and. user.industnes to :purslle·tniely European' 
or global rifarketing strategies,  iri~egrating rimltilinguali;;m  into their strategies to 
·.  give them a competitive  advar,ttag~,  ·  ·  ·  ·  ,  _  · 
"' ·  triakin·g  the benefits of its  ~&D  initiatives  a~ailable to  users  and ,to  industries  -
.developing  lartguag~ engineering services and products;  · 
'  . '  .  .  .  .  "'  \  '  .  .  _;  ·_  :~  . .  .  .  ·.  .  .  .  .  .  :  '  . 
promoting thedevelopment of_~ools, standards· and infrastructur~s·which-are largely 
.language;.indepe~dent, though essential for the ·handling of langmiges,'  .  '  .  . 
- ' 'raising awareness and profl1oting a ~ultilinguat'approach to  'th~ information soCiety 
in E_utope,:in  r~lation to content, interfaces, translation;· interpretatiQn and lat}guage 
. ·'  · ·learning.'  -- ·  ·  ·  ·  - · ·  ·  · 
I  ' 
4.3 
.  The Eu~opean Institutions can o.ffet: support in promoting. and ~ns~ring ianguage _ 
diversity,  in the information C,ge.  ·. 
.  ,,  '  .;  '  .  .  ·'  ',  . 
I 
The. role of-the educational institutions . - ..  ~  ~  ..  '  '  ' 
'  '  •'  '  '  '  '  ~  '  '  •  '  '  '  '  .  •  "  '  •  ;  I  '  •  •  '  •  '" 
. Educational i'nstitutions play  a vital  role .in  preser\ting language diversity  in  Europe.· · 
Mastery of the ~other-tongue is at the root of.all our cultures and  educa~ional systems: 
Learning to be profiCient in foreign languages 'is becoming\ a necessitY for all Europeans  · 
in. the  emer~in'g global  inform~tiori society.  '  ..  . .  .  .  · . . .  . • ·  :.  · _  -·  · 
In ·line with the conclusion,s oithe G-7_meeting on the information society:  there'i!t',. 
a neetl  fiJI:  a~  innovative approach to cros.~-cultural education ami trairiing, especially 
· for st~~ents and  for employees of  all. enterprise_s,  including SMEs., . 
4.4  The role ofthe private secto~ 
The private sector has  .. a key role ·to play' in bring-ing  abo~t the information society in 
Europe~.·  ~s. has:  been. stressed. in  the  C_orrt.mi~sion's, ·white.  paper  on.  Growth,  < · 
Competitiveness; and Employment, the·Bangemann report and the G-7 meeting on_the· 
.  inforrpation 'society.  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
.  •. 
·  ·-Indeed;. multilinguaJ content 'production and multilingual interfacing will be h~mdled by· 
•.  private  companies.' 1n.  the. sphere  of .language  learning,  private.  organiz~tions .:will 
increasingly-complement public educational institutions. Translation, interpretation and 
language support for  softwar~ and tqe media are i~portantare~s foithe private sector 
il6) . 
in-working towards the multilingul:ll information· society.·  ·  '.  · 
'  .  - - .  l 
'·  ' 
,,  ...-
';) 
Based·  .on  .Articles  217 \a~d  248  .of  the .-Treaty  of Rome  .~nd -fi.rst  enacted  in  · 
Council: Regulation:  1,  OJ No· L  1.7~  6.10.1958,  and·  subsequently  modifi~d with the 
accession of  ne:w Member States.  ·  ·  , 
'. 
•\ 
\  . 
':_•. 
.·! 
':  . . Language diversity, for a long time considered a cost factor only,  is now seen  as  an 
opportunity for industry, creating new types of  industrial activity, and allowing a greater 
diversity of products that comply with the individual wishes of customers.  .  .  . 
Private companies will play a key role in developing the multilingual information : ·  · 
society. 
4.5  The ·role of research and development 
New  technologies  cari  contribute· to  preserving  multilingualism  by  providing  ev~r 
increasing  capacity  and  processing  power  for 'telecommunications.  and.  computer. 
operations. 
European· R&D  in· language  technology  has  created  a  strong  scientific  base.  But 
technology transfer has. had only limited success since marketable products have tended 
to be monolingual rather than multilingual and have, as a rule,  been launched by  the 
United States.  Only now are European  firm~·  starting to bring products to the market.· 
European research efforts have provided a  strong base in preparation for technology 
transfer to the market place.  . 
5.  A  MULTILINGUAL INFORMATION SOCIETY FOR EUROPE:  THE NEED 
FORCOMPLEMENTA.RY ACTION  .  .  . 
Promoting multilingualism in  Europe implies a broad range of initiatives in  different 
domains, as elements of a coherent strategy. 
A number of initiatiy.es  are  already  underway,. helping to pave  Europe's way  to  th~ 
multilingual information society.  There. are, however, a number of gaps which must be 
filled within a complementary framework if the strategy is to succeed 
The multilingual information society initiative therefore addresses _three new areas for 
action which will reinforce the. overall. strategy. 'These cover promotion of a European 
· language resource infrastructure (Action Line 1  ), reinforcement of the.role to  b~ played 
by the language industries (Action Line 2),  and the development of multilingual tools 
.for public services  (Action  Lin~ 3).  To provide focus  for defining issues  related. to 
language aspects of the inforination society, the creation of a platform for coordination 
·is -·envisaged . bringing  together  public  _and  private  organisations  (accompanying 
measures). 
The  number  and  variety  of actors  is· so  great  that  the  Commission  can  only  act · 
effectively  through  awareness  and  promotional  activities,  language  infrastructure 
developments, _pilot and demonstration projects with a promotional yalue and a limited 
..  number of focused actions for the language industries.  Implementation will  .gen~rally 
be by  means of c;alls for proposals for  shared~cost projects and by calls for tender for_ 
specific developments under Action Line 3. 
The new  activities  will  complement  existing  Community  initiatives  in  the  areas  of 
language learning,  multiling~al content and language technology.  ·  .  . 
Actions should create the right conditions for a  muitilingual information society by 
building on current European initiatives and stimulating collaboration.  · 
10 :'  ., 
.. ,· 
. ': . 
. 5~1: ,':,,;Creating,-validating and distributing European. language reso_urces·  · 
~ .··  '  '  .  .  .  .  '  . .  .  .  '  .  . .  '  '  .  : 
r~ansforriling  l~n~age,t~chnologies.into  ,m~rketable pro.ducts and s~~ices  d~pend~  n'ot 
only on a strong technology base but bn the-availability ofiesources such as electronic 
dictionaries,terminology banks, speech databases and grammars. Considerable efforts 
will be required here, _calling·for  invest~ents well beyond the p·ossibilities of private 
sector a9tors,  particularly .as'most of the· firi?s  ~nvolved.~e S:MEs.  . ·.·  .  · 
S~bstantial sums  h~v~ alr~ady been  inv~sted by Member  State~, 'the c'om~issiori and 
private companies in producinglang~age  resources such as on-line dictionaries, thesauri . 
and· terminqlogy banks. The potential of  the~e resources. js presently. hampered by the · 
.  fact that they are mostly monolingual. Furthermore, they have b~en developed without 
· due  regard.· to_ compatibility  .. and  ·are  _therefore  difficult  to· trace  and  to  reuse.  An 
inventory of potentially reusab.le  language· resources .is needed as  ~ basis for making 
-tl].em. multilingual, compatible· and' widely available a1;1d  accessible.·.  _ .  ·  .  .  · 
-Subsidiarity can be made to work effectively -in this area,  th~ actual development of  fuU 
scale resources· for any lailguage_beirigthe responsibility of  the Member State(s) where 
·_the langtiage is spoken, while the :Comqmnity is concerned wi~h general issues such as 
standards and their· application, .equal access for all busil').esses and citizens, Europe-wide: 
networking'of databanks, comparable quality)evels for all  languages. For JllUltilingual  · · 
-resources,  which  are _so  vital  to ·creating  a  truly multilingual  informatiqn society,-
resporisibility  for' taking· initiatives will· be shared bet\veel\  the Community  and the -
.  ·  Iv.~erribk States (con9emed, distinguishing the generic from the speci_fic.  .- :  _  .  _ .  .  . 
, .  An association of· suppliers and users Wiil serve topromote the emergence of~  resource 
infrastructure,  whose ·establishment and  operation. :will· be  left to  public. and  private . 
operators  in the  various  sectors  ..  In  the  United  States  and  Japan,  governrp.erit  has 
stimulated the creation,.  distributi'on and  stan~ardization of linguistic  ~esources:  · 
. Nation~d lexical  organizations  ~ill -be. encouraged  to  ~oordinate their resources  and 
results in order to' ensure that Eurqpe's language industry can benefit to the fu~l. Special 
attention should also be paid to-contributions from the publishing  ipdu~try.· · 
'  '  I  •  '•  ''  '  '  •  • •  '  '  1  '  •  ~  -.  •  •  '  '  '  •  •  \  '•  '  :•  ·: 
_In  the field or  sp~ech  tedhnology, there js a. ne'edfor research institutes' to cooper~te 
Closely among themselves and with industry in. co!Upiling standardized databases fot the  · 
developmeQ.t  and testing of speech  processing' systems;.  h~adirig. to  a~yanced ·-speech·· ' 
technology applications.· As ·a  large ·number of spoken Europe~n lariguages ·should be· 
.  covered,  the Commission will  investigate with the, Member  St~tes the· feasibility  of 
. supporting developments for speech databases, .particularly for languages with limited 
.  economi~  _p()tential.  ·  ...  ·  · 
_ ···the importance 6ftehninology i~ inform~tionhandling-actoss Eu;op·e is·so'gteat.as to 
_justify  the  estab.lishment .of  a  common  infrastructure  for  terminology~ 'Millions  qf 
, . · specific terms existto-day in some 200 different seCtors. Large,distributed or networked . 
.  data ban~s for easy access to  multilingual· 'terminology based qn .appropriate stanc,lards 
' are therefore required.  '  ',  ' ·'  '  .  :.  .  '  '  -~  .  .  .·  .  _·_  ... 
''  .  '  .  .  .  '  .  ~ 
I~dustries and institutions working 0~ multilingual terminology In Europ·e'cquld form  . 
the. basis' of a cooperative tenninology venture  ... With suitable  ~timulation  ·and proper 
fin{lncial  and organizational backing, this .could beca:me a European ·coordination and · 
·Information Centre:.for  Terminology,  ·cC>operating.  with  the  national  and 'regional 
· ·terminology· centres and with the various industrial, ad111inistrative,  legal; scientific and 
medical sectors..  .  "  .  .  .  '·  .  . 
11 Careful consideration should be given to the most effective ways and means of  ensuring 
unified  access  to  these  resources  and  to -.their  use.  To  ensure  a  widely  shared  · 
'base, networked  access  tools  could  be  made  available  for  immediate  downloading. 
(i.e.  as: freeware).  ·  · 
.  Wider. availability ·of a(:cessible  lnUltilingual· resources  will  emerge·from  closer 
.coordination between .national and  regional  organ~zations.  dealing in' lexicography and 
terminology.  Under Action Line 1, the Commission will help to create the ·structures 
.and procedures for c~ordination and will s#mulate cooperation. 
-5~2  Strengthening the language engineerif!g industry 
An  important aspect  of the 'private  sector's  ~ole in  bringing  about  the  multilingual· 
information  society  is  involvement  in· the  so-called language  engineering  industries 
whose primary business is the development of marketable products for the computer-
based handling oflanguages.  · 
These industries,  ~hi~h stand to play a key role in-developing European  acces~ to the 
· · information society; have  hot  been  able .to  develop  to  the· full,  as  a  result  of the 
prohibitive cost of  developing the large-scale .language resources which are so necessary 
for product performance.  ·  · 
. Examples are authoring  and .editing tools,  based on spelling and  grammar checkers, 
translation  support  tools  such  as  electronic· dictionaries· and  terminology  .banks, 
computerized translation systems adapted to different subject areas and text types, and 
.. developments for speech recognition and speech synthesis. 
A  strong language  engineering  industry .is  clearly  needed  to  build ·the backbone  of 
Europe's  multilingual information  society .. I(· could ·later  play  an· important. role  in 
·exporting European language products to other parts of the world: Its emergence. will 
. depend on pooling European expertise in order to increase the potential for developing 
, applications and on  ~n extension and better exploitation of the European ·science and 
.  technology base in this domain.  · 
·  Essentially/ it  is  a  task  for  the  private  sector  companies  involved.  However, 
. Member States and the European Institutions should play  a stimulating, catalytic role 
in  their support,  identifying potential  markets  and  areas  for  action  and  encouraging 
industry to take ori challenges which would be beyond their individual scope. 
There are good reasons to do so. In Europe,  indu~try is confronted with marl.cets  whi~h 
are more fragmented than,· for example; those in the United States. Most of the actors 
are fairly small  companies, lacking the power to tackle linguistic and  cultural barriers 
. to foreign .markets. This is compounded by the fact that for new produCts and services 
the  European  markets ·are  less  dynamic  than  the  United  States  and  East-Asia  ..  This 
. double challenge gives European companies a fundamental disadvantage that should b~' 
compensated for by infrastructural and stimulation measures.  ·  ·  · 
.  . 
In language engineering, many of  the inethod~logies, standards, functional spedficatipns 
and basic technologies ate largely  lang\l~ge independent.  In these cases,  initiatives at 
the Community level generate economi·es.of scale. In the area of interlingual tools such 
as those used in translation, the Community quite naturally has a role to play in liaison 
with the Member States .concerned:  ·  · 
Member States  will. maintain  responsibility  for those  aspects of tools,  resources and 
applications which specifically concern their particular language or languages. 
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•  The st~ijmldting role of  the .  U~ion wm involve enh~n.ting  the__ languagl! engineeting 
. industries ·-Under  ActimcLine 2 .  so that they Clln:· benefit from  d  nwre- coherent 
approac.h  If!_ nuiltilinqualism.. .  .  :  .  · . .  .  . - , . ,  ·  .  , .  .  ·  ·.  ,  . .  ..  .  ·.  . ·· 
~ 
5.3  · Developing an ;advanced  tr~nslation industry 
.·  - ...  .  .  .  -
The-·trartslation -sector  represents ·.bne  of .the  niost  p~om.ir;tertt  d~niains of usage· of 
.  language engineering  products,~ and  is  itself-a major supplier. oL  language products,. 
·.  - ·namely translations. It is estimated:that in th'e.European Union  aloil~, o:ver 100 ·million 
·  .. '  pag~s of text are translated a  year,  corresponding to .a work force of 10() ooo·_an.d .a 
turnover of ECU 10 billion(17)_  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  '-
But translation is not merely text  tr~slatio:n, today. it involves Such  .dive~se.  activities 
as  interpreting~ localization of softWare~ dubbing and  subtitling,  versioning of  -audio- . 
. visual and multimedia products  .. ·  · 
Software  product  ~ales in Europe,  alr~ady. at  ~ound ECU 25 ··billion  per year,- a:re 
incr~asing rapidly  .. A keY sector here .is the customization of software for local miifkets, 
.  involving the preparation. of documentation, product support, manuals,  packaging an4 
·.  \yarehousing as well 'as distribution ·and logistics. Most irivolve l~ilguage-based activities 
.even in cases where translation,is not. directly needed.  ·· 
. Emphasis In the translation industry is progre'ssively on· computerized\ransl_ation' sl.ipport 
tools such as electronic dictionaries, translation banks and mes~aging  systeins ·which can 
· .be .accessed from. the translator's workstation.  Computer literacy is  t~us becoming an 
essential skill fqr the practising translator, and wiU contribute to bringing about a mote . ·: 
industrialized appro,ach based on  __ extensive use of appropriate networking services.  . 
.·.  E~sy acces·s'to tm.iltiJingualaids, including-l~g~-scalele~ic~l  .resources artd:t~rrninology · 
. banks  Will  J:>ecome  ever  more j'mpprtant: 'Networking ·for)ndivid1.1al  'transl~tors and 
translation  companies  will· ·improve·  'efficiency  and  flexibility,· raising  Europ'e's 
· compe;titivity in .the wofld market. Jn close considta:ti:on  with the translation'industry; 
actions  including  training  and  awareness  building: will  be -started. to'· mobilize  and 
. strengthen European  transl~tion potential.  _  '  · 
.  .  '  . .  '  .  ' 
Ultimately, allcitizens,and b6siness of the Union' should have access to user-friendly 
,  tnm.sla:tion  tools.  Tht?se  do not yet cover ·an  the -lesser-used languages,  as  returns on. 
investment are too low for the smaller companies involved. This is clearly an area for 
. <?Ooperation.  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
tlie sti~lation of a more industrial approach  t~  translatio~ based-·o,.  extensive 
networking imd access  to translation  tools  and resources :will be promoted under 
Action. Line. 2  to -improve  Europe's..  effiCiency  ·and  competitivity  in  the  world 
tram;/ation  market.  .  .  . .  . . .  . ' . '' '  .·  .  . ' ' ' 
5~4  c'reating an educate<~; and advanced.  ~ser commu~ity 
. '''· 
(17) 
. .'  Incentives  fo~ bringing technology  to the rrtarket  place  wil~ -~nly ·be  successful' if.c:r 
strong and growing demand for multilingual information products and services exists. 
· · This . demand  will  -come  from·  citizens.·  (entertainment,  information),  -businesses · 
. (information,  interpretation,  translation)  and  the  public  sector  (information,  culture,· 
· ·translation, interpretation,  documentation).  All  must be made aware· of the emerging  · 
infohna~on society and of current an'd  fti~ure _possibiliti'es for a multilingual_ approach 
.. _·to  information in Europe.  . ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
'  ~  '  . 
/ 
Source.:  Praetorius Ltd., Nottingham, England. ,.. 
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(.' The European I~stitUtions can also play a specific role in this respect. The Commission, 
under successive Multilingual Action Plans<
18>,  has for some time been experimenting 
with the use of multilingual tools,  such as  computerized translation and terminology 
banks. ·Recently,  there  have· been  efforts  to  extend  these· activities  to  the  other 
European Institutions  and  to  some  Member  State  administrations.  These  should  be 
intensified.  · 
Efforts must be made to inform businesses, administrations and individual citizens of 
the availability of  language tools and services.  Under Action Line 3,  the European 
Institutions can act as a showcase for the European industries concerned, stimulating 
high-level  demand  and  contributing  directly  to  the  emergence  of E,urope 's 
multilingual information society.  ' 
5.5  Develop.ing a framework ~or coordination and promotion 
(18) 
If the  private  sector  is to participate  actively  in  bringing  about  the  multilingual 
information  society, ·a  clear policy will  of course be required,  fostering joint action 
between the ·EU Institutions;· the Member States and private enterprise. 
In the context of international initiatives relating to the global information society, the 
Commission· will  emphasize the need to address linguistic and cultural  aspects. 
Cooperation  will  be  pursued  in  particular  with  the  non-Community  countries  in 
Central  and Eastern Europe, the European Economic Area and the Mediterranean Basin, 
and countries where European languages are widely spoken. 
To  provide  focus  for  defining  issues  relating  to  the  I  language  aspects  of  the 
European information society, the creation of a'pla({orm for coordination is envisaged 
bringing together public and private organizations that have responsibilities or missions 
with respect to multilingualism and society.  Its tasks include:  ·  · 
improving the understanding of language· issues for the information society; 
analysing the relevant  ~conomic, social and cultural  aspects; 
identifying the main obstacles in creating a multilingual information society; 
stimulating coordination between national bodies and the European Institutions; 
assessing progress towards the multilingual information society;  . 
cooperatioi1  and  exchanging  language  resources  with  countries  outside  the 
European Union; 
A  platform for  coortlinating  public  and· private  multilingual  initiatives  will  be · 
establi.'ihed a.'i  an accompanying measure to provide a focus for policy making. 
6th Multilingual Action Plan 1994-1995. 
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:COORDiNATION WITH RELATED COMMUNITY ACTIONS . 
.  .  .·  ',  1,.  .  '  ,.  .  .  .  .  •  '.  .  .·  ..  · 
\:.··:.  . The actions. described  ab~ve have been can!fu.ny .targeted to  ~compleme~t  work. which: . 
is ·already  in  progress. under  a  number  of existing. Co~mimity ·jnitiatives.  Iiide'ed, 
promoting multilingualism in Europe .implies coordination. between a broad range of 
·  initiatiyes in different domains:whiCh should; however,  be  regar4~d as  ele~n:en.ts of  a  · 
..  · coherent strategy:  · _  ·.  .  ·  ·.  ..  : · . .- ·.  ·  . ·  ... ·  .  · ·  ·  .  .  ,  ·  ·  . . . 
.  .  :  .'.  .  .  .  .  .  .  ' ..  ·  '  . 
. .  Complementary.  Cmiu~J!hity .  a~tions  sirengtheni~g  la~guage· kn~wl~dge .  a~d the . ' 
·  te~hnology. base · will,· each  pliiy  a  vita~- part:. in. .  cr~ating Europe 's  IJU:I~tilin~ual 
information soCiety.  . . .  ·  . ·  .·  •  .  · 
6.1 · .A Eur~pe~n ;tpproach to·l~nguage le~rnirig ... 
......  '  .  ~- ,  .  ' 
·.  The·. groWing 'need. for  muttilin~;u  support  i~  comniuni~~ting  jnfcmhat1c;m  ~d  · 
· 
1 
kno;Wledge is recognized  ~Y buSinesses/ administnitions-~and individual. citizens: More 
.. emphasis is therefore J)ow being given to hptguage learning  iri.i~iatives. · 
.. W~i]e  :the b~sis i~ exceilen~e  ~~ the nioiher  ~on~e,:  ~roflciency i~ foreign Iangliag~s is 
becoming almost as important.  Only by extending their. language capabilities will  our 
.·'citizens be able to-benefit from the. ever richer:information  servic~s.proviqed:over the 
1global  networks.  This: coul4  be .  achieved;  in  part,  by  the. development of .distance 
'language learning products for *e.  networked environment. ' .  . .  .  ·, 
FoHowi~g  LrNGUA0 ;~'  the  SOCRATE~  and.:theL~ONARDO  programmes give ful'  .· · 
attention to language learning,' extending coverage t9  voc~tional trafning .. In the new 
-Telematics Applications Programme,. both 'the Education .and Training sector -and Jhe  · · 
·Language Engineering sector  include development of languageJeaming_ tools.  · 
.  .  .  .  .)  .  .  '  .  ,·  .·  ·.'  .  .  '  \  .  ,\  .  .  '.·  ·.·'  . 
· ·The Research Cotincil recently agreed ~o· establish a humber oftasJ<..forces c·harged ~th  . 
·,the elaboration of certain  m~ltidisciplinary research .topics.  The task,force addressing  · 
. educational multimedia software will be 1C?okingint9.the  language:leami~g.:issues.  ·  .. 
\  ~ 
· ..  Th,efocus-(Jn1imguage1~arning in ali phases ofthe educ~ti(!,n,al  pr!Jce~s as 'H'ell·as  . 
· in the pro.fessiotial environment should be. enhanced  Community'  p~ograinmes like 
, LEONARDO and  ~YOCRA  TES  .as well as the TelematicsApplication .Programme wUI. 
contribute· t~ 'this.  · · · ·  ·  ·  \  ·  ·  · 
6.2  ·Pro~ot~~g.  multilingual conten,t .. 
.  ..  .  .  :.  .  .  . .  .  .  . .  .  ·...  .  .  :  ·.  •I'. 
·As 'if moves into .the information age,. Eur6p'e can: certainly  c~pita,ize on its extensive 
content holdings in the publishing; audiovisual.and language areas. Modem production, 
. packaging  and  distribl}tion  inethods·:will  open international  markets ·for a:variety of 
.·  'services,. whether for  leisure,  culture,  Ot  bijsiness, , often  requiring· a  multilingual 
:.  approach to content.,  ..  .  . '  '. 
. These  wftr lncl~de. techniques ·.ror' lowe.ring,. 'the  cost ·  o(  producing .content-related·  · 
. ,products fpr Europe's many  ~angilage markets.  New technologies wilJ' .enable a more  I.· 
integrated·· approach,  ·reducing  translation  and  adaptation  costs · while  im.proving; 
rimltilingual qualitY.  ·.  ·  ·  ·  ·  '  ·  ·  . .  · 
·.:  I 
(l
9
)  .LI.NGUA:  Pro~otion of .the  te~ching  ~nd learning  of th'e .langtiag_es  of  the  EC~ . 
. Council Deci.sion,  OJ No L 239,  16.8.1989. 
I· • 
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.  '• The  European  content  industry  will  be  one  of the  main  industrial  participants  in 
bringing about the information society, in view of the need to publish in  a vatiety of 
languages· for  the  multilingual  market.  This need  will  also be  addressed  under the· 
· proposed INF.02000 programme and the Med~a  11 programme. .  . 
·  Si~ilarl~, in RTD programmes, p~cularly  i.n ~e  information engirteering a~d  l~~age 
engmeenng sectors of the Telematlcs Apphcat10ns Programme, due attention wtll  be  . 
given to technologies for red~cing the additional costs and cutting back the turn-aromid. 
time of multilingual content production, including dubbing, subtitling and multilingual 
· software support. An important area here will be tools' for the production of CD-ROMs 
anq CD  Is in a wide variety of languages. 
Development of  tools and methods designed to reduce production costs of  multilingual 
content while improving its quality will be stinmlated in the framework of  ihe ·  RTD 
programmes.  The INF02000 and the MEDIA  II  programmes  will stimulate the. 
production of  multilingual content.  ·  · 
6.3  Extending and exploiting the technology base 
: Despite  significant  progress  in  the  past  10 ·years,  language  technology· remains 
immature,  requiring further research  and development'.  A .constraint is lack of large-· 
scale, widely accessible cc:>mputerized resources for the various technologies. 
·Natural  language  processing  covers language recognition,  dialogue  management, 
syntactic, morphological ahd semantic analysis, computerized translation, document 
· indexing and retrieval, and techniques for evaluation. These technologies are needed 
to create grammar 9heckers;  parsers for use in translation arid  authoring systems, 
and tools for networked  inf~rmation discovery and classification.  ·.  .  ·  . 
·Speech technology can be broken  down  into signal  processing,  automatic speech 
recognition, _language  understanding,  speaker recognition,  speech  generation  and, 
tex·t-to-speech synthesi's, as well as speech technology evaluation. Speech technology 
· can be applied at.the synthesis level, for example in creating text-to-speech systems· 
for  the  blind, while speech  analysis techniques are required for  voice-controlled 
equipment and for automatic dictation systems.  All  these technologies are closely 
tied to their written-language processing counterparts.  .  .  .  · ·  . 
The  ergonomic  aspeCts  of language  engineering  cover  the  design  of effective 
interfaces for handling both  spoken .and .written  language.  The.se. include  screen 
displays and help messaging in all  the necessary languages as well  as components· . 
supporting mul!ilingual voice commands  .. 
.  .  .  .  '  .  .  . 
Language engineering builds on these to develop applications involving the processing 
of written  or  spoken  language.  Potential  applications  could,  for  example,  include 
systems  offering  rough  translations  of abstracts  from  scientific  databases ·or  for 
converting speech to text, for example· reports dictated by medical specialists. 
16 I. 
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Europe's.  sdenrlfi~ basis, for .language  te~hn'Ology  has  been  consolidated  by R'i'D  . 
programmes  such ._as  ESPRIT;·  Telematics,  Eurotra<
20>,  and_ .Lingtiistic  Research  and  -
Engineering<
21>.  Exploitation of this  strong  ~cience ·and  tech~ology· base.  i_s,  ~owever; · 
lagging behind,  ·  .  · . · .  ·  · ·  ·  ·  · 
·  · spei;ial efforts· will be  made both.  within  the ·specific. progra~~s.  concerned  ~~~d 
through contin"'ed support for the exploitation: and dissemination of  results· to 'ensure 
'that industry is ,kept informed of  achievements in the area of  languace techno!ogy  . 
.  7.  ·  CONCLUDING:REMARKS 
.  <20) .. 
(21) 
•;'  I' 
In ~onclusion, the ·proposed· Multilingual _Information SocietY,  programme win address 
a  number of significant  gaps· .which _,rieed to be  filled  in  developing. a .coordinated 
. strategy for  a multilingual infoimation society. In many cases if is nor··on~y.the ideas, 
· .  but better ·coor~ination,.  adequate speed,' appropriate implementation that_ ar~ required .  , 
in Europe.· The ·proposed Council decision to launch an  action. programme promoting 
the multilingllal informatior;t society takes. these i~sue~ into accou11t  · ·  · 
' ·Language. diversity· has. been  and will. refnain a~c.omersto~·e for E~ropean  ·communication. 
and cooperation.' It will become all the more iinportant with the-emergence of  the global . 
.infOrmation  society,  where countries will· try to capitalize· on .their strong position in 
·certain  area·s· of informati.on  and  communication  services by  exporting .products and· 
services across' the globe.  ·  ' '  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
'  . 
As the glQbal  inf~rmation society. develops, Europe ·must be r~ady to play its part and 
'reap  the full  oenefits for its  citizens,  its  businesses  and. its  public  ad~inistratiQnS. 
· European· identity ·-pnist  be  preserved,· characterized· as  it  is ·by ·fruitful  cooperation· 
· between different peopl~es with different languages ,and  ditfer~nt cultures.  , .  ·  ·  .  '  .  . 
'' ' 
. Europe's language diversity is 6onsiderable when tompared with the United States-and· 
Japan, its main· competitors, even if it is less  mark~d than in many-othecpa.rts of the 
. world. Europe has the scientific and technologicaL competence, the. economic. strerigth . 
. and the politicaL will to maintain its-language diversity in the information age as -wished. 
by the European- citizens. 'Business is prepared'to take its share in this enterprise, having 
.·  experience~. the  _need· to  cop¢  with  a  multilingual  and  multicultural .  society .. · Small 
enterprises, confronted 'with large and  div~tsified markets, also need· adequate help.  ' 
The  multilingual  infoirnation , society  will  ·  thu_s  make . it  easier  for  citizens  to .... 
•.  communjcate in .the language-of their choice; at wor~ or at home.  ~twill also ensunl' a 
_·  strong position for Europe when transferring its.owrt·exp~riencean~ maturity 'in dealing · 
with  a · cultunilly  ·and  linguistically  diverse  .  Europe .  to  an·: even  more  diverse 
· Information Society worldwide.  ·  ·  · 
.  ,' 
)' 
'>' 
EUROTRA,  A.  European.·. machine·  translation  system  ·of  advanced  _design . 
· Initiated by Council  _Decision  82/752  of  4-: November .,1982  and last. covered  by 
Council Decision 90/664 of 26'.November·l990. · ·  ·  · ·' 
Council Decision off  June  1991, OJ No L  192, 16.7.1991. _. 
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1·, ANNEX 1 : SummarY of MLIS Actions 
·  TITLE  DESCRIPTION  . JUSTIFICA  !ION 
1.  Supporting the construction of  an 
- Call for proposal (shared cost projects) for the : 
infrastructure for European 
language resources  - support starting up Europ_ean language resources  -better use of  language resourc¢s which are_ being  I 
association with respect to validation and dissemination  developed independently in different Member States  I 
of  langtiage resources  - language resources need to be developed according  . 
- phased development of  a network connecting sector ·  to commonly agr~ed standards 
I 
a11d language based tenninology banks  ·- networking these resources ensures their 
- selection and operation of  an information centre· for  compatibility 
-·  tenninology  --Community action promotes developf!Ient of 
- - phased development of  a network of  compa~ible  multilingual resources 
electronic corpora and  lexicon~ 
-c 
·-TITLE  . DESCRIPTION  JUSTIFICATION 
00  2.  Mobilising and expanding the  CallsJor proposal (shared cost projects) for the: 
language industries 
- demonstration of  effective use of  controlled language  -SME's need increasingly' to address different 
and language tools, in a limited 'number of  industrial and  ·  language markets·  - · 
- business environments  .  - skills and experience to handle multilingualism are 
- demonstration of  advanced tools and methods for  lacking 
localising multimedia. software  -- Community action will improve the chances of 
- development ()f electronic translation· directory  SME'sin the Single Market  . 
services  '  - direct ·access to multilingual services will reduce 
- demonstration of  tete-translation and tele-interpreting  time-to-market o(  SME's. 
using pan-European networks  - language industries, mairuy SME's, will benefit from 
European cooperation · 
.. 
-3. 
- ~ 
-o 
..  .. 
' 
..  -
\· 
·_TITLE 
J>r.oinoting the use of  advanced . 
·  ianguage tools in the European 
.. public sector  - · 
I, 
.. 
. TITLE  ' 
_Accompanying measures  · 
'  .  .. 
; 
..  .  . 
'  ..  :.  :  --·. 
. ' 
'. 
,. 
.. 
.  .. 
'.·  -
.. 
.. 
·  . 
' 
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ANNEX 1 : Summary of MLIS· Aeti()ns 
. DESCRIPTION 
Calls for fender for the : 
- development of a multilingual information 
infrastructure fo.r the public sector-(tools, resources, . 
standards, interfaces)  ·  . · 
-development of  translation tools in bilitteral· 
~cooperation With ·Member States an.d regions 
·- elaboratio~ ofuriified terminology specific for the : -
European public sector  · 
· JUSTIFICATION 
- the need. for niuitilingual co.mlnUnication }?~tween 
public administrations in Europe is rapidly increasing 
-:- deployment of  hmg\Jage tools caii' vastly:improve 
effici~qcy  ·  ·  ·  ' · 
-.experience of  European institutions_ to ha.Odle \  . 
/multilingualism should·  .. be shared with administrations 
in the Member States  · 
.. \j;: European public s~or  ~  be a  showcase for the. 
European~language mdustnes  .  .  . - · 
- . 
· DESCRIPTION  '  JUSTIFICATION  .. 
Calls for tender (maffily for sfudies and. awareness  .  -. 
.actions) .  ..  ·:..L  '  - ..  .. 
· ...  , ..  " 
- organising_concertation-and _coord.inationbetwet'?n the . - -concerted actions at :European level to improve 
.  _principal operators'  effectiveness of  action plan .  : · ,  .-
.  - study to assess needs and progress towards  ·  .·  ·- standardisation ess~ntial for large scale deployment  · 
"Inultilingualism  .·  · 
.  .  '  . -·  ·. 
a:nd re-use  . .. 
' 
.  -.support linguistic standards work 
~ 
- awareness of  language issues and potential solutions .  ... 
.  ~ various promotional activities, particUlarly addressing  in Europe is low  .  ·  ·  '  . 
:  the general public and business secto.rs  · · ' .  - international exchange can e~end  European action 
:-. organise coqcert~tion with ~bird countries ..  and strenghthens li~ks With sel.ected t_hird countries 
'  .,  .  .  .  .  . 
I  '  - ..  . Proposal for a 
COUNCIL DECISION 
. on the adoption of a multiannual programme to promote the linguistic diversity 
of the· Community. in the information society 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  Community,  and  in  particular 
Article 130(3) thereof,  .  ·  ,  .  ' 
'  Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Having regard to the opinion of  the European Parliament<ll, 
Having regard to the-opinion ofthe Economic and Social Committee<
2>; 
'  . 
Whereas the  advent  of the·  information  society .  provides  industry  with  new  prospects  for 
communication  and  trade  on  European  and  world  markets  which  are  marked  by  a,  rich 
linguistic and cultural diversity;  ·  ·  · 
Whereas'industry must Vfork  out specific and-adequate solutions to overcome_ the linguistic 
barriers  if it  is  benefit  fully  from  the  advantages  of the  internal  market  and  remain. 
competitive ·on world  markets~  ·  ·  ·  · 
Whereas it is  necessary  tQ  .encourage  the  use  of  .. technologies,  tools  and  methods  which 
reduce the cost of transferring information between languages, while also assuring the quality 
of  translations, particularly in the case of  literary translation, which requires a specific creative 
effort;  · 
Whereas the  European· Council  meeting  in  Corfu  on  24 and  25  'June  1994,  stressed  the 
importance of the cultural and linguistic aspects of the info,rmation society; and whereas the 
European Council meeting in Cannes on 26 and 27 June 1995, restated the importance to the 
Community of its linguistic diversity; 
Whereas the  emergence of the information society  could  afford citizens greater access to 
information and offer an outstanding opportunity to exploit the cultural and linguistic wealth 
and diversity of the Community; 
· Whereas language policies are a matter for the Member States, taking account of  Community 
law; whereas, however, promoting the development of  modem language processing tools and 
their use is a field  of activity in which Community  action  is justified in  order to achieve 
. substantial economies of scale by stimulating suitable cooperation between those involved in 
the various language areas;  whereas the measm:es  to be taken  at. Community level  must be 
commensurate with the objectives to  be  attained and  concern only  those fields  which  are 
· likely to  prqdu~e- an added value for the Community; 
Whereas it is in the interests of the Community to support efforts to set up an infrastructure 
encouraging  the  creation  and  exploitation  of the  language  resources_required  to·  improve 
language services and tools and give a boost to R&D work; 
(l) 
(2)  OJ No 
OJ No 
'  . 
20. '  ~  !  . 
· Whereas the CoffitnUiiity .shouid  also mobilize the language in.dustr!es and  heip  create  an · 
~nvironrrieiit'Which Is conducive to their expansion~  ..  ·  ,  ,  _·  .  · ·  :  · ·  ·  ~  ·  · 
.·~·~ ·,_,..  I  .~.  '  .  ~- '  •  •  •  •  .j  .  "'  !  . 
.  . Whereas the ~nformati6n arid  comm~ni~ati~ns  technology indu~tries ~hould be enc;ouraged to 
draw up standards which take account-of linguistic diversity and incorpqratethem in their  · 
products and applications;  :  ..  ·.  , '.  ; . . .  :.  ,  :  ·  .  ·  . ·  ·.  ·  ,  ..  , ·  ·.  ·.  .  . 
'  :  .....  '  ' 
'  '  '  ~'  J 
Whereas it is useful' for ih~. Community instihitions and the adnii,!\istrations  con~emed il'l the 
Meml;>er  ~tates to collabor~te more clos~Iy·in order to reduce the cost of developing and using 
. the language tools required to carry out th~ir tasks;'  '..  '  '  ' 
•  '  •••  •  c,  ' 
Whereas the actions to be·carried out in impiem~nting this program~~  should. be c~rdinate~ 
closely- with  initiatives i_mplemented  under other, Community programmes with- a view to · 
setting up a ·multilingual information society;  ·  ·  ·  · : .. : ...  _·  · . ·  ·  · 
.  .  .  ~ 
.  .Whereas  rnu~aJ. ben.eth~  _  c~  be ~bt~n~d by involving  intemation~ brganiz~tio~s and ·legal 
·  .. entities from  non-member countries in the implementation of all  or· part of the-programme; 
·  whi~e·respe'cting the gen~nil policies·. of the Community towards these  organizatio~s·, 
•  '  '  • -r  :  •  '• "  '.  ',  '  '  •  ~  f  •  '  •  • 
HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISU)N: 
'·'  ..  ( 
'  _.,_'  . . ~· 
.'  '  ·Article 1 
'  ' 
A ,Commu~ity programme which aims to: 
.  .·  .  .  .  ..  '. ·' 
(a) 
' (b)  . 
(c) 
(d) 
.  .  ·.  . 
'  enco~rage-'the use  'ot -technologies,' tools  a~d methods  which -reduce  the  cost. of . 
transferring: information between  languages  and  the  dev~lopment· of  riu~ltilingual  ·· 
.-·service~, .  .·,  .- ·· 
· 'stimul,~te thri expansion of the Ianguag~s- .. industries, 
.  ••  ••  '  \  .....  '  .  '  •  ·...  .  ,i  ·....  •  · •••• 
promote the development ofmultiiing(Jal  se~ices, '.  ~ 
•  •  -~  •  •  -·.  J  • ·,  • 
.  ~  .  .  .  '  '  \  .  ·'  .  .  .  '  .  . 
promote the linguistic diversity bf the CommuJ1ity  iri  ~he global· informatioQ societY,. 
•  .  1  .  ••  '.  •  • 
· is,  adopted 'for.-the period running from the date ~pon which this  D~ci~ipn  -Jak:es: effect uritil 
· '31  December 1998: .  · · .  .  . .  ·  .  · ·  :. .  -·  :  ·  .  '  . ·  .  • .  . ·  ·  · 
··Article 2 
The follo~ing  acti~ns shall be undertakenu1_1der the. 'i-~sponsibilit)r of the  ~~rri~i~sion ·and in 
accordance with the a9tion lines s·et outin Annex I and the pro~edures for implementing the-· 
. programme set  out in Annex II:  ,.  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  · · · 
, . (a)·  ·  ·support.forattemp~s t6  const~c~ ari·  infrastrudu~e for 'C,ommunity Iariguage.resources 
. arid  encouragement for those  i~volved, ...  · 
(b)_ 
·.  ; 
(c) 
.  '  ,  :  ·...  ·•  .  ..  .  I  .  .~  ,  ,  ,  ,  ~  .  ~  ,  "'- ,  '  '  '  .  .  '  •  '  .. '  ,-,·  ,  •,  >  ,•  . .  .  , 
· the  mobilizati.ori  and  expat)sion:  of language  industries  by  encouraging  the :use  of 
modem  language  technologies  and  tools.  and  their  incorporation  into  computer 
' ap'plications,  .  '  '  .. '  . '  r·'  .  .  .  •  '  '  ' 
No~e of thes~ actions  should  duplicate· the  work ··being  carried  out  in these fields  ~nder 
.  Comm~nity  ~r  n~tional  ~progr(!.mmes,,  ·  · ·  ·  ·  · 
"\.  J·  \ .. 
.'' 
',  ~  . 
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'•.'. Article 3 
'  •  •  I 
I.  The budgetary authority  shall  determine the appropriations for each financial  year; 
subject to the availability of resources within ~he context of the financial outlook. 
2.  The Community•s.financial contribution to the shared-cost projects shall, as a general 
rule, be 50%. 
Article 4 
i 
1.  The Commission shall be responsible for the implementation of the programme. 
.  . - . 
2.  The Commission shall be assisted by a committee of an advisory nature. composed of 
representatives  'of the  Member  States  and  chaired  by  the  representative  of .the 
Commission.  · 
The representative of the .Commission shall  submit to the committee a draft of the 
measures to be takeri.  The committee shall deliver its opinion on the draft within a 
time limit which the chairman may lay down according to the urgency of the' matter, 
if necessary by, taking a vote.  ·  ·  · 
The opinion shall  be recorded in the.  minutes;  in  addition,· each Member State shall 
have the right to request that its position be ·recorded in the minutes. 
The  Commission  shall .  take  the  utmost  account ·of the  opinion. delivered . by  the  . 
committee. It shall inform the .committee of the manner in which its opinion· has been 
·taken into account.  ·  ·  .  ·  .  ·  ·  ·  .  . _ 
Article 5 
The procedure laid down in Article 4(2) shall  apply to: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
the. work prognimme for carrying out the action lines set out in Annex I, 
the content of the calls for proposals, 
'the selection  of the  actions  proposed  for  Community  financing  and .the  estimated · 
amount of this financing for each action,  where this amount is equal  to or exceeds · 
ECU 0.5 million, 
the procedures .for evaluating the results of the programme, 
adaptation of the.procedures for carrying out the programme laid down in  Anne~· II, 
the decision to allow the participation of international organizations and legal entities 
from non-member countries.  - .  -
Article 6 
Upon  completion  of  the  programme,  the  Commission  shall.  present  to  the 
European Parliament,  the ·council  and  the Economic and  Social  Committee an  evaluation 
report on the results obtained through implementing the actions referred- to in .Article 2. 
22 Article 7 
This Decision is addressed, to· the Member States  . 
.  ,, 
Done at Brussels,  For the. Council . 
· The President . · 
,< 
'· 
·,. 
,, 
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ACTION LINES 
l.  Action Line 1:  Supporting  the construction of an infrastructure for  Europ~an 
language resources 
Language resources such as dictionaries, terininological databanks, grammar books, collections 
of texts  and  voice  recordings  are  an  essential  raw  material  for  linguistic  research,  the 
· development of language-processing tools integrated into data processing  systems  and for 
improving translation  .. services.  Considerable amounts of money have already been invested; 
by the Member States, the Commission and some private companies on producing language 
resources_ of  varying size and complexity. The full utilization of these resources is currently. 
being hampered by the fact that they are mainly monolingual and their basic specifications 
sometimes differ, thus limiting their wider use. Ih addition, they are often difficult to locate. 
The aim  of this action line is to .support efforts to  construct a European infrastructure for 
multilingual language resources. 
1.1  The  Commission  will  lend  its  support  for  the  starting  up  of the  activities  of the 
. European language resources· association (ELRA), whose aims are ,to:  · 
compile an inventory of the language resources available in the Community,. 
introduce mechanisms to ensure ~at  t~ey are disseminated throughout the Community, 
- promote the application of common standards to ensure their compatibility and enable 
quality certification.  · 
1.2  The work in the field of terminology  covers a vast range of activities with important 
implications for ~rade, science, the cultural sector and. technology and the implementation 
of Community decisions, directives and regulations.  This work is being undertaken by 
a  very  wide  range  of public  and  private  opera\ors  who  often  lack  the  means .  to 
coordinate their actions with those of their counterparts in other Member States. 
I 
The  Commission  will  encourage  the  launch  of .concerted  actions between  interested 
bodies  in  the different  Member  States in  areas which  have  priority  in·  attaini~g the 
objectives of Community policies. To this end, it will, where necessary, make financial 
contributions to expenditure involved in the introduction of concerted European· action 
among  the  bodies  concerned,  particularly  addressing  standards,  dissemination  of 
information and networking. 
1 
• 
1.3  The availability of lexicographical databanks and voice recordings which are suited to 
the development of data processing applications and. cover all the Community languages 
is essential in order for a European language industry to emerge. Most  of the reso,urces 
currently available in Europe·are monolingual and mutually incompatible, which makes 
them impossible to  use for the production of multilingual tools.  In  this field too,  the 
Commission will encourage the launch of concerted actions between public and private 
·sector operators in the different Member States with the aim of  dev~loping compatible 
vocal  and lexicographical resources which conform to generally-accepted standards. 
' 
1.4  The  Commission  will  ensure  that  the  concerted  actions  receiving  its  support. have 
appropriate links with international work in this field. 
'  ) 
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2.  . Action Line 2i _  Mobilizing -and· expanding the language industries 
.  ·'.  !  \  '  .  .  • 
._It is"the ·private sector's ro~e. to produc~-an·d.riurrket modemtooisfacilitatirig the dev~lop~ent 
· of· multilingual  data processing  applications  and  information  transfer ·between .languages. 
:E:urop~ has a solid: ~cientific  ·and-technological base in thfs ·field which has been  stre~gthened  ·  . 
. by Comrriunitjr research and development programmes; in particular the progr~mes  relating  . · 
to jnfo.-n,.ation and communications .technoldgies and telematic systems of general  interest. 
'However; the European inarket lags behind when it comes to exploiting the. advances made. 
··by  .rese~rch in, tfie'area of language engineering  .. A concentrated effort .needs to· be· made io . · 
·. speed . up the  process  of getting  rtew  language. processing  technology ' onto  the  market, 
particul_ady  as  part of the. actions for disseminating and exploiting the results-of research 
· ·carried -out under the framework programme .and the specific .programmes. All the actipn lines· 
.. proposed iii the preserit programm~.'seek to create an environment which is conducive: to the 
expansion.ofth·e language ~ndustries such·as language _engineering  im~ transhtti6il industri·es. 
J'he aim  of this, action ·line. i's  to spur  the langmtge industries into  action  by .. stimulatin!r  . 
techholngy  tran~fet: _and· demand  through  a ·limited  number  of.: shared~cost:' demonstration·_ . 
projects which could act as a· catalyst in certain key sectors:.  '  .  . 
2.l ·  ·  A nmnber 6t  indus~ri  es .has exp¢rimented With  controll~d  -Iangu~ge'  to' facilitate  ·d~aftiri~  · 
.·.  oftechn~cal documents and user support information. This approach improves general  . 
document  rnanageinen~ 'and ·allows  effective ·use. of .machine-translation  .. A  limited 
number of shared cost projects will  demonstrate the· cost-effectiv~ness of integrating 
controlled. ·language,  authoring  and  translation  tools,  in  · operational  · document 
man~gem~n~ systems for different industrial .and· business environments.  · 
; 2.2.  Localiztition .of multimedia  ~of~are, indtiding ,tninslation of .the  spoken. and written 
. word,  is  becoming increasingly  in  detr1and .. in .  the  Information  Sqc(ety.  to 'stimulate 
professionalism ·andto  improv~ competitiveness of the localization _and. the multimedia 
industries,  a  call  will  be issued  to. launch  a.  small. number  ofshared cost projects; 
..  demonstrating·. the  integration  ·of )()Cruizaiipn. methodology  and' tools,  training  of 
localization· staff and  d~veloping best practice gUidelines of  p~rticular· importance for · 
. SME's.  .  .. 
. 2j': The Com~issi_on wil{p;omote. the use of  .netW~rk~ by the tr~fi.slation 'and  irit~rj>retatlon .. 
-. ·  industries  .. · These' give  access  to  advanced tools; :including· electronic dictionaries, 
· .improve_ logistics, .allow, integration with  other functions,· and  generally improve_ the 
·  functioning of  the translation market:· A  call for. propo~als will ask for the definition. and 
. implementation. of European translation  directory  services,  the. definition of an  op~n 
, · translation  environment· in  Europe,  and. for· pan-European .  tele.:translation  arid  tete:.: 
.... interpretatiqp  demonstrators  with  _the  involvement ·of  the -lranslati<;>n  in,dustry  and :  . 
.  ·profession.  <  .  · ·  ·. .  · · ·  .  ·  .  .  ..· .  ·  .. '  · . ·  ., · <  :  .  ·  .  ·  .  ·  ·  .  , 
3.  Adion L.ine .:3: .. ' Promoting the use of advanced language 'tools  i~ the EuroP.eait 
public sector  . ,  •  ·.  ..  '  .  ,  .  '  '.  ;  ,  •,  .  . ,  ,  ' :  .·..  , I.  .  '  .  •  .·  .  \  .· 
.  .  On account of their linguistic-obiigations, the Eui:Opean .iri_stitutions,  and the Commission in 
'  -~ · . particular, have had to spend a substantial amount on a¥<tu!nng and peifecting advanced tools 
. whi'ch  have be<;Oine:indispensabl~ for· the efficient· processing· of an :increasing volume of 
.  translati~ns apd' multiling\Jaldocliments. ln a9dition, through their-daily translatiqn activities 
,they_ are a'so  helping to compile important multi_lingual·language  r~sources in th~ various 
fields ofCommunity·activity. Wi~h  the introduction ofthe Single Market and the removal of 
-internal  frontiers,- there  will.  be. ail  increase. in  the  transfer  of' infoqilation  'between 
administrations in the different.Member States.  T~ese  will be faced With an increasing number  ·  ·,. 
of situations where they will need_ adv?flced language tools in order to make communication 
'  .  '  .  .  - ~  ·,- . 
. > .. 
'-,25 with their counterparts in  other Member States ea~ier and· cheaper~ Transferring the experience  ,-
..  acquired  by  the  European . institutions  ..  in  the  pr,ocessing  of  multilingualism  to  the · 
administrations in the Member States and sharing the. language resources which each produces 
can. help achieve economies. of scale and reduce the cost of multilingual communicat.ion.· 
The  aim  of this  action line  is  to  encourage  cooperation  between  administrations. in the 
Member  StB:tes  and  the European institutions  in order  to· reduce  the ·.cost  of multilingual 
. communication in tlJ:e European public sector  in particular by using advanced language tools. 
In this way, the European institutions can .act as powerful  catalysts for the development of· 
the European· language industry in the form of a public demand based on common standards 
or technical specifications. 
· .1.1  ·The long-term goal is the provision of  an efficient multilingual processing service which . 
satisfies the requirements of the Institutions and the administrative· services concerned 
in the Member States.  This. will favour the establishment of an infrastructure· enabling· 
·each party to use the different linguistic tools .available in the  Commun~ty institUtions 
and  the. different  administrations  without  any  loss  of ·their  current functions,  whilst 
encouraging convergence in future developments. Calls for tender will  b~e issued for· the 
.developmentoftools and systems which help reduce translation time by making it ea~ier 
to locate and re-use texts or sections of documents which have already been translated, 
as  well  as  on  access  to  terminological  dat~banks.  Particular  attention  will  also  be 
devoted to tools and applications which make the task of interpreting easier. 
3.2  Work  will  continue  on  shared-cost  cooperation  projects  conducted  with  certain 
·Member States in order to improve terminological tools and existing compter-assisted 
translation systems, and will be extended to include other interested Memqer States. 
3.3 ·  A special effort will be made to bring the language tools for the new official Community . 
. languages up to the level of the others.  · 
4.  Accompanying measures 
.. Achieving the multilinguaJ information society calls for the devising of  co~verging strategies · 
on the part of  the public authorities, associations and institutions working to develop language 
resources  and  tools,  the  experimental  users  and  !Pe  market  operators  producing  and 
disseminating the information. services or providing language processing tools,  services and 
systems._ To  help  in  this,  the  Commission  wiU  carry  out  the  following. accompanying 
measures:  · 
organizing coricertation and  coordination between the principal  operators involved .in 
developing a multilingual information society,  · 
assessi.ng  progress  made  towards  multilingual  information  society,  and  identifying 
remaining barriers;  · 
promoting technical standards which meet the linguistic needs of  users; 
launching  promoti.onal  activities  and  user awareness  campaigns  and  supporting  the 
exchange of best  prac~ice;  ·  · 
exploring  tl'te .possibilities for fruitful collaboration with third countries and 'multilingual 
international organizations:  · 
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Annex-ll 
-_PROCEDUREs· FOR IMPLEMENTING THE PROGRAMME . 
'1 ..  · The Commission  shafl  i~plem~nt the  ·program~e in  accordance. with. th~ technical 
specifications set out  in Annex I.  ,  ,  ,,  I  '  .  . 
•  '  '  •  ~  '  '  •  •  J  • 
2:  Where appropriate, the action lines in the progrCJmme shall be carried outby means of 
shared:..cost' projects, except in _the case of developments exClusively for the institutions 
of'the EU;  in  which  case· the rate' may  be up .to  10,0%.  The Community's financial  -
contribution- will  not  normallY,  be  more  than: 50%  of the  cost  of the  projects, t})is 
proportion d~creasirtg the closer the project is to _b_eing market'ed: Universities and other 
institutes which do not have cost accounting systems shall  be reimbursed at  100% of 
their additional costs·.  '  ' .  - '  .  '  ,:  '  '  ' 
3.  The selection C?f shared-cost projects is, in principle, based onthe'normal procedure for 
. calls -for proposals published in the Official, Journal of  the European Communiti~s.' The  · 
- objectiv~s _shall  be set out in work plans compiled in close cooperation with the market-.·· 
operators· and the committee referred. to in  Article 4;  of the Decision.  ·  _  ·.  .  .  :,  . 
'' 
4.  ,  in. exceptional  cases;. having  .  .recei~ed the opinion·. of' the  committee  refe:rrel to  in· 
Article 4,- the Commission  may  consider proposals for projects which have. not been 
requested but'  which' might .involve particularly promising and' important developments 
· for achieving the objectives'ofthe programme and which could. not be submitted under  . 
the nofm.al  pro6edure fQr  calls for proposals. - :  •  · ·  ·  ·  · 
•  I  _I  I  •  '  •  '  •  '  .  •  '  •  •  '  '  • 
5.  . Support  fo~  ·attempts to  construct an  infrastructure. for ··European  Iingui'stic  resources . 
could· take .the form of  concerted actions to coordinate. the development of multilingual · . 
linguistic  resources,  particularly  through  '.'concertation  networks".  ':(he  CommunitY,'s·  · 
finaricial  contribution could cover up to 100% of the coordinating costs.  · ·  .  / · 
•  .  •  '  •  •  I  ' 
6 ..  P_rojects fin_anced.entirely by the Commission un~er studyand service.contr~cts shall be  ·  · 
im'plemented through a ·call  for tenders in accordance wj'th the .C01pmission's financial  ; 
regulations.  Transparency Will  be ensured by the publication and tegu.lar dissemination  . 
' of  _the work programm~ to, professional' :associations and other interested bodies.  ' 
.  .  . .  .  ~  ,  .  ~  .  .  .  .  .  .  I 
·7.  To implement the programme, the· Commission shall also carry out activities drawn up  · 
in accordance with the' genera.!  objectives of t~.e programme' and the specific aims of  . 
each action.line. Such activities'. shall include workshops, seminars; conferences, studies, -
' publi<;:atioris,.awareness.campaigns, training courses, parti~ipati(min  cooperativ~  projects 
.~~ .. 
·.with ·the  .administrations  in  the· Member  States,·  the  Europ~an  institutions. and .. 
international organizations, helping nationallanguag~ observatories and specific sqpport 
for the development· of language tools and resources for those Comrimrtity  languages 
most in rieed:of such a'ssistance.  -.  ·.  ·  ·  · 
'' 
·'.' 
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/· FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
1.  TITLE OF OPERATION 
Promotion  of .the. multilingual  information.  society  (MLIS):  ·multi annual  action 
programme to preserve and exploit linguistic diversity in Europe. 
2.  .  BUDGET HEADING lNVOL  VED. 
BS-403 
3.·  LEGAL BASIS 
Treaty on European Union, Article 130 (3). 
4.  DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION 
1 
4.1  GENERAL OBJECTIVE 
.  . 
The programme is based on the experience acquired by the Commission of  the European 
Communities in managing research programmes in the field of  language engineering and 
the. development, forits own requirements, of language tools which facilitate translation 
and reduce its cost. ,  · 
This new programme has four principal objectives: 
- to  stimulate the use of technologies,  tools  and  methods  which  reduce  th.e  cost of 
transferring  information  between  langilages  and  the  development  of multilingual 
services;  '  ·  ·  · 
to encourage·the strengthening of the language industries; 
- to encourage the de:velopment of multilingual se.:Vices; 
- to promote the_ linguistic diversity of the European Union in  the global information 
society.  · 
· The· technological revolutions which are profoundly modifying the form  and 'modes of 
human communication have an impact on the evolution of languages and their use. The 
appearance on  the  scene  of a global  infotrnation  society  is  a challenge to  linguistic 
cohesion and diversity in Europe. Economic pressures (the cost of multilingualism) will · 
tend to encourage the use of domirianf languages through the networks.  Those citizens 
who are .not in a position to express themselves.'easily in those languages risk missing 
out on the-benefits of the information society.  ·  · 
However,  the  progress  achieved  in.  language  engineering  and  language  processing 
technologies  m~ans that  there  are  now  tools  available  which  reduce  the  cost  of· 
translation and multilingualism and makeit easier to learn languages.  . 
The principal lines of action of the new programme are as follows: 
- to support efforts to set up the infrastructure of European language resources and to 
encourage the operators involved; 
.  . 
- to mobilize and  reinforce the language industries by  promoting the  use  of modem 
language technologies and tools and their incorporation in computer applications; . 
- to promote the use of advanced language tools, in particular in the European pubiic 
sector.  · 
·., 
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4.2. ·PERIOD COvERED AND-ARJMNGEMENTS,-~OR  RENEWAL . 
. Three. years,  covering the penod from  1 Jimuary. 1996 to ,3 i Decemb~r. 199S. 
.  .  .  .  '  .  '  .  . 
- .·,  '':. 
5~  I·  .:  CLASSIFICATION OF EXPENDITURE QR REVENUE . 
·, 
5.1. NCE 
5.2  DA · ·  . 
.  I 
·,  . 
.  5.~  Type_ of revenue 
Any  ·revenue  .  ,  will  be  . ·reemployed· 'in  .. accordance : with  Article  21:·  of  the 
J<iriancial_Regulation  of21 December  1977, ·as most ·recently  amended by Regulation 
610/90 of  ·13  March  1990.  - .  .  - - .  -.. 
' 6.  - TYPE OF EX:fENDITUREIREVENUE INVOLVED 
6.1  Provisio~ of services 
'  ,-
'  ,•  .  ,  ~  I  .  .  , .  '  '  .  . 
_  . Projects financed in whole by  the Commission under study and. ~erviqes ·contracts will  . 
. be impleme.nted through calls for tender iri accordance with the  finan~ial-regulations ·Of.  . 
· ·the· Commission .. These. services· will  generally' concern ·sttidies,  the  organization ·of · 
.coordination  m~e.tings,. workshops  and  demonstratiqns  of language  tools  for  the.· 
· European .institutions. They. will derive, in p_articular, froin,the implementation of aeiion 
·lines  .• 2  and · 3  and. the,  accompanyi~g _  measures:  Transparency  will. be  ensured  by 
. publishing the work programme and  c·o~municatihg it to ·commercial associations and 
. other interested bodies.  ,  .  ·· ·  _  - .  ··  · ·  · -·  -.  ·  ' - .  ·  · ·.  - :  ·  .  · 
· 6.2 . Subsidy for joi~t funding with othe~  .sources in the publi~ ·and _private sectors 
·'  '  .  .  '  .  .  '  .  .  '  .  .  '  .  .  ,  . 
. Sha~ed,tost -projects·and j~ini proj~gs wili  normally be  selected folloWing  the  usual· 
.  proce'du.~e.s of' caJis  for 'proposals  published  in_the _Official Journal .of  the  Europe~ · 
.  Communities.  This type of funding applies,  in  particular~ to the  ~ctivities provided for·· 
in the  ~hree .action  Jines  for joint development projects.  The  content of the  calls· for 
. proposals  wi11  b.e·  drawn.  up  in·  dose  consultation  with. market  operators -·and  the 
. pf,ogramme committee_. The princjpai criterion for .supporting projects through  t~~ cillls 
for  proposals  Will  be  their  potenti'al'. contribution  to  attaining  the  objectives  of the . 
programme. ·The  ~ommunity's·  financial  contribution  to  shared-:-cost  projects  Will -·not 
·  norm~lly exceed 50%: The Community's financial  involvement may  of  course  be  as  '. 
..  · bigh  as  100%. in  the  case  of projects  involving  exclusively .. the' in~tirutions of the  . 
European· Union.  Speci.fic supple.rnentary bonuses may also be granted to encourage the 
· development of a European language resources infrastructure, the participation-of SMEs 
. and initiatives concerning those Community languages for which the.advanced-language 
.  tool~ are. least  developed.  The :Community's  ..  financial  conifibution  to  the ·projects 
-involved:may cover up  ~0 100% of'the coordination costs.'  .  . '.  . . 
I  ,  . ,  .  ' 
•  t'• 
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I  ' 7.  FINANCIAL IMPACT 
7.1  Method of caiculating total cost of operation (relationship between individual costs 
and the totalcost)  · 
The  volume  of appropriations  required  to  finance  the  Community  contribution  to 
implementing the ·MLIS  programme takes account of the financial  parameters derived 
from  previous experience and activities anq the nature of the actions proposed with a 
view to achieving the specific objectives set out in point 9.1.  ·  · 
7.2·  Itemized breakdown of costs 
Commitment by line of action (current costs in  million ecus): 
1996  1997  1998  Total 
S~pporting  the construction of an 
infrastructure for European 
0.5  0.5  1.0  2.0 
language  reso~rces 
Mobilizing and expanding the  ''1.0  1.0  1.5  3.5 
~ 
language industries 
Promoting the use of advanced  '2.0  2.5  2.~'  7.0 
language tools inthe European. 
public sector.  · 
·  Accompanyin.g measures  0.5  1.0  1.0  2.5 
TOTAL  4.0  . 5.0  6.0  15 
.• 
8.  FRAUD PREVENTION MEASURES (AND RESULTS OF MEASURES TA.KEN) 
'  .  . . .  ·.·  . 
. . Overall  monitoring  will  be  exerci'sed  by ·a  committee  composed  of delegates  ~f the 
Member States. Specific moQ.itoring criteria and procedures will be laid dpwn at the start 
of the  prograrrune  and  applied  periodically  during  the  implementation  phase  of the 
programtne. The Commission officials, ifnecessary assisted by independent experts, will 
verify the proper implementation of  the proj'ects at:tdstudies before payment, taking into 
· account the contractual obligations· and principles of good management: 'Administrative 
checks  will  be carried  out by  the  Commi~sion. Verification  will be by the Court of 
Auditors under the terms of  the Treaty. At the end of  the programme an evaluation report  · · 
will. be drawn  up· by  independent experts on the results obtained in  implementing the. 
lines of action.  ·  · 
9.  ELEMENTS OF COST-EFFECTiVENESS ANALYSIS 
9.1  Specific and  qua~tifiab~e  o~jectives; target population. 
Specific objectives 
. Supporting  the constmction ~~an infrastructure for European language resources 
Language  resources  such  as  dictionaries,  terminological  databanks,  grammar  books, 
collections  and  ~e like  are  an essential  raw  material  for  linguistic  research,  for  the 
development of operational language processing tools and the improvement of  computer-
assisted  translation · systems.  Considerable  ~urhs have· already  been  invested. by  the 
Member States, the Commission and certain ·private companies in an effort to produce 
la.nguage resources of varying scale and complexity.  Exploitation of these resqurces is 
currently  hampered  by  the  fact  that  they  are  mainly  monolingual,  their  basic. 
specifications are  sometimes disparate  - which  limits their use  - and  they· are··often · 
difficult to  locate.\ The objective of this line of action  is  to  support the  efforts being 
30 ··, 
:·.-:;t  undertaken ·by.· producers ·  ~nd users,· with  a·  view to· facilitating  their  identification, 
strucfuririg,  distributi~6n an~  utili~ation at Community  ,l~vel. 
··Mobilizing and·e~c{nding the· language industries  :_ · ·, · 
·  This.line~of action will  essentially iirvqlve promoting the modern language processing 
tools in those sectors of activity. to which they are particularly :well-suited and in which 
they  are, likely to· considerably reduce translation costs:  product labelling, ·controlled-
language drafting and computer-assisted translation. ofdocumentation and user n,otices, 
. adapting software to  qifferent'language markets, etc. It will also aim to promote the ·USe 
. '.of language  tools' and  means  of  communication  to  strengthe~' the'  efficiency: and 
·  competitiveness of  the. European translation industry ·and. interpretjng services. 
· Pr.omoting the use of  advancedlanguage,tools·lii the Europeanjmblic sector  · 
.  .  .  .  ~  ~  .  .  . 
'  .  .  ~  ~ 
· This.line of action  aims  to· exploit the  Com1nission's  prior investm·ent,  for  its  own 
requirements, in the  !i~ld ~f  machine translatioti and multilingual .~ools, and to act, a:s  a . 
. catalyst for the development of the market through public  deniand~ The ~bjectiv~ is .to. 
allow the other European institutions· and the civil  services of  the interested· Member 
:.,"States  to use. these tools and to  s~tup· cooperation projects to spare the development 
costs needed to cover the Community's new working languages. ·  .  ·  ·  . · 
. .  ·.  .  .  ~  .  . 
Accompanying 111easures .. 
.  ~  .. 
. )ri addition' to the measures to. strengthen· coordination of the suitable initiatives. in the 
·language field undertakt;m under varjous Community programmes, and to speed up .their 
. impact,· the:, accompanying.  measureS: ·.will· involve  .the. organization . of •  strategic 
coordination meetings with the principal m~ket  operators, l~unching  studies and· strategic .·  :· 
surveys so as to monitor the devdopment of the m'arket arid evaluate the impact Qf the. 
programme,  stimul.(:lting · staridardiz(:ltion : wprk,  launching .promotion  measures.  and 
measure to increase user awareness, and encouraging· cooperation and the exchange of 
best  practice  in. public  and  private  bodies  which . are·. taking  ,steps  to  adapt  to  a 
nmltilingil,al  society  and  .market.  These  measures  will  also  involve  examining 
:opportunities  for  .. ·  advantageous  coopenition  with  third'  countries. and  multiJin~al·. 
intematiom;.l:"organ~zations.  ··  ..  ··  ·  ~  · ·  ·  · 
Target population  .  1 
'...,. 
..  · The  targ~t groups comprlse: 
..  _  .  th.e  national.  Jang~age  de'partments  or  institutions  with  strategic  and  :executive 
· . responsibilities in the _Member States and regions, 
. language "professl~mils":  tra~~J~t~.r:s, termiridlogists, publ·i~hers of gramma;  b~ooks and 
.. dictionaries, teachers·'Oflanguages and·sp~Cialized bodies arid institutes in. the Member 
·state~,  '  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
cre~tor~ of  Jang~age  :r~source~·and the specialized bodies which.process them. to give 
them a structure,  · ·  ·  ·  ·  '  .  '  . 
.  . comp~ter service corri~anies and softwire publi.sh'ers  speci~i~ed in. the prrid4ction; of .. 
: lal)guage proces!)ing tools,  :  ·.  : .. •  ·  ,  ' . ,  ,.  · .  . · ..  : ·  .  ·  .·.  · .. _  · . 
· . m(ljor  groups  of ,  users  of these  tools  .(  exp~rt-Q~ientecf industries,  ·providers  of. 
information.: services  and  international  communications, '.  software  .·publishers, 
·.  administrations '  and  institutions.  which  need  . to  conirriunicate.  in  several 
:languages, etc.).  ·  ·  ·  · ·  \  · 
,..J 
.  { 
r' 
.  :, 
·' · 9.2 . Grounds for the operation 
Subsidiarity 
Language policies ar.e the responsibility ·of the Member States. Nevertheless, promoting 
·the development o~  modem language processing tools and their use is a. field of activity 
where Community action is justified-in order to achieve substantial econoQJ.ies of scale 
through promoting suitable cooperation between the operators involved in the. various 
language  zones:  The activities  under the  prognunme will  be /commensurate  with  the . 
objectives to be achieved and will involve only those fields likely to achieve an added 
value at European level.  ·  ·  . . .  - ..  .  · . ·  .  .  · · 
Choice of ways· and .means · 
The costs will. be reduced as much as possible through competition by means of  calls for 
tenders ·and  proposals.  The.  Commission ·contribution  to  shared-cost projects  will· 
coordination meetings should avoid any 1duplication of effort and promote synergy. The 
choice  of  ways  and  means  takes  account  of ·the  guidelines  set.  out  in  the 
Ban  gem ann _Report and in the Commission action plan COM(94) 34  7,  ~s we:ll. as of the  .. · 
consultations held with industry, users and the representatives of the Member States in 
preparing the programme..  ·  .  . . _  ·  .  ·  · ·  .  . 
Spin-off and multiplier effects  expect~d · 
· Promoting the -development ·of the language industries and the use of modem language 
tools has spin;..off benefits of great interest to the Community: ·  ·  · 
- promotion of  ~m industry· and· services which ·create jobs; 
- -reduction in the cost of translating and' transferring information between languages . 
(the  number  of pages  translated  in  the  Community  in  1988  was  estimated ·at 
100 million); 
- new outlets offered by  linguisti~ adapta~on of products and services to'local markets; 
·.  ,  .  r  ..  .  - .. 
strengthening of the cohesion of the Community in its linguistic diversity; 
•  ,.  '  I  ,' 
- preservation of the·cultural and linguistic 'diversity of the Community in  the global 
information society.  ·  ·  ·  · 
.  .  . 
The Community's means of action - shared~cost projects and support for joint projects 
have a multiplier· effect through the supplementary funding contributed by the· partners 
taking  part  in  these  projects.  Moreover,  they  achieve  a  further  multiplier  effect  by 
. encouraging investment by the market open1tors.  ·  · · 
Factors of uncertainty . 
The main factors ofuncertainty which might affect the specific results ofthe programme 
concern  the  teaditiess  of.  the private sector to  invest  in  the  development  of modem 
language processing tools before the market .for such products has taken off. 
9.3  Monitoring and evaluation of the operation 
Some. of the  projects  will  be  devoted  to  deyeloping  indicators  for  monitoring· the · 
multilingualism market in Europe, in terms of both developing the  supp~y of products. 
_and the industry and demand. In the very first year of the programme, a methodological 
framework will be lai_d .down for the systematic collection of data in the various fields. 
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An· analysis  of th.ese :arinualty:.updated  indicators .will  allow  art  assessment  of.-the  · 
effectivefiess of the  trteasun~s taken ih .the .course of the  ptdgrart1~e, :before the ¢nd 
. . . of the' ·programme an evaluation report Will  be dtaWii up  0~ the  result~ achiey'ed in.· 
implementing the. lines of action.  . . :  .  . 
.  .  '  .  '  ~  .  . 
'  '  ..  ~-
A.nMINisi:RATIVE' ExPENnrru:RE ·(PART A oF:' si;cnoN .3  9r THE . 
· : GENERAL ~.U;DGET)  .'.  . .. _  .  " .  . ,·.  ·..  .  .  . 
o'  •,  'I 
.  .  The  experidi~re is catculated pe~  y~aL  . 
:·  j  • 
·  ..  10~1  Additionai ,.staff ·in. the Comnlission ·. 
·.1  .  .  .· 
Implementation  of the  proposed, action 'will  require .the ·additional  all~ation of 2 
officials  (1  A-grade  post  and  1  C-grade  post,  cost  =.  ECU:  160  o.oor Effective . 
mobilization ·of· .the .. necessary.  ·administrative . resources.  will.  depen~ ·on·· the_ 
Commission's  annual  .deGision  on  the ·atlacatiori  of_'resources,· taking  aecount  in 
·  particular  ofthe ·additional ·staff and·  sums  approved·  by· the  budgetary  -~thorit}'. 
· Additional requests can in qp wayprejudice the decision·which ~e-Com~i'ssion will 
have·-to ta,ke 'on.the allocation of resources.  .  ·.  .  : 
10.2 .  Amoun~  of staff and  .adininistrativ~·  exp~nditure involv~ • 
The annual  ~ounts of administrative  expe~ditur:e are ~  follo~s:  .  ~ .  ,  .  .  .  .  . 
· ,-i0.2.1 . Natio.lal·e~perts s~con~~d' 
A~1520 ·  ,·_ 
I.  Total expenditure: ECU 70 obo. 
.. ,  T~o  ·national  offic!als will ·have  to·b~ s~cond~d. to  coordinate  #l~  .. MLlS  projects_ 
.·  ·.bet:wee:n the E_U. and the national/regional .levels: ·  ·•  , ,  :  •... · .  '  :'  _,  ·  ·  · 
- ·,.  l 
1  0.2_.2  Meetings of  e~perts.  · 
A-2501  .·  .:::. 
J.  .  ·- .  '  .  -.... 
·-rotal expenditure:. ECU 12.0 000  ·,.  '.  I  t, 
. ,To prepare the ·work programme, the Commission will  consult-outside experts and  :, · 
· representati\fes of users,· industry administiations and research.'_  ·  · · ·.  .  ·  . ·  . , 
•  '  o  '  •  I  • 
c  ,~  • 
'  ,  I  .  '  '  .  '  .  . 
: 9'meetings are  planned,  with  l_pafticipant.per Member .StateJcost  =:=  880 x '15;x 9 
.7118.800, rounded up·to ECU  120  00~).-. ·  ·  ·  · 
•  r  .··,.,,1 
L  . 
· 1  0.2.3  Meetings of the <;ominittee· 
),  .... 
• A-2510  · ·. 
'fot~l  e~penditun~: ECp 4o 000 · 
· .  The MLIS -p~o~ainm~ committee  mentioned·: in  the  CounCil  De~ision win  hold  ~n 
: averag·e of 3 meetings per 'year, With  1 parti'cipant per Member State (cost 880 x .15·. 
3 = 39 600, rounded up to ECU 40.000).  . '·  ·  ·  ·  · 
.  .:.- . 
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. ·  .... 
. :'·  ,' 
,.  .  ~  . 
·. 
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!  .• 1 0.2.4  Official travel 
..  A-130 
'  .  . 
Total expenditure: ECU ·so 000 
Total official tnivel costs for Commission staff and the seconded national experts are 
estimated  at ECU 50  000  and  will  be taken  from  the .overall  amount allocated to  · 
DG Xlll  .  .  . 
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Mi..IS 
INFO 2000 
'IT and ACTS 
TELEMA  TICS .  · 
·MEDIA II& 
RAPHAEL 
RELATIONSHIPS OF MLIS Willi OTHER EU PROGRAMMES 
· PROGRAMM:E CHARACTERISTICS 
MLISis a programme promoting linguistic diversity in the emerging Information Society. It comprises horizontal actions such a5 language infr~cture  development  and 
related standardisation, stimulates the use ofhinguage technologies by the language industries so as'· to improve thier cost-:effectiven~ss and stimulates the market for  .... 
multilingW.l prOducts and sefvices. The vertical market addressed is the public sector for which MLIS will develop mUltilingt¢ solutions iuid best practice methodologies. 
The success <if MLIS will depend to a large extent on  _):tow .!'!her initiatives incorporate multilingualism in their objectives and concrete actions:  · 
MLIS RELA  TIONSHJl>S 
·INFO 2000 is a Community programme to encourage Europe's contenfproviders to develop ne\Y multimedia products and services and to stimulate user demand for these 
products and serVi~es. INFO 2000 aims. at creating favoW<lble  oondition~for the deVelopment of  the Eliropean multimedia: content industry, focus on the transition from 
print to electroni(! publishing and on llie interactive multimedia servi~~s that are q.rrrently emerging. MLIS cOntributes to INFO 2000 objectives by addressing the 
rnultllingual aspects of  multimedia content, for example. by encotiraging the language industriesto use iiuiguagetechnolog.es for cost-e~ective services aD:d by ensuring that 
. suitable information and communication infrastructures and human interfaces are provided for the· varioUs language versions.  .  ...  , . 
IT and AC}S caver infrastructure-Qriented research and technological development· programmes in the field of  information technologies (addressing software technologies, 
technologi~s  Jor IT components and subsystems and interface teehnologies) and advanced co~unieation  techllologies (addressing the teChnological base for interactive · 
.  digitai multimedia services, 'photonics, high-speed networking, mobility an(,i personal  cornn\unications, intelligent  networks and Service engineering; 3IJ,d quality, seCurity 
. and safety of  communications services and 'systems). MLIS will build on the results ofthe I'T and telecommunications programmes, and will promote the application of  ·-
. ·  · language specific teChnologies .and tools. Specifically, MLIS will promote the systematic loCalisation (translation) of  software in view of  the considerable economic benefits . 
this can repn!sent.  ·  ·  · .  .  · .  ·  - .  · .  ·  .  .. .  .  - ·  ·  ·  - .  ·  _  ·  ·  ·  ··  -:  - -· · 
The Teiematics Applications programme stimulates applied telematics research arid demonstrators in a number of  public sector domains such as health care, education; 
transport and libraries. MLIS will.contribute to _telematics applications,' particularly if  they are meant for multinational O(multiregional u5e; by-ensuring that  . .  . . .  .  . 
multilingualism is taken into account from early design to the pilot  stage iiJ. a cost  -effective way. MLIS will ensure availability of  the necessary  Janguage irifrastrucfure. The 
Language Engineering sector of the Telematics Applications proirammesupports language tool development and demonstration. MLIS will ensUre that these results are 
used in CJJ.l.erational environments  ·  _,  •  :  _  . .  ·  · ·  ·  .  .  "  . ·  - - · 
1 
- .  - •  .  ·  :  ..  .  _ 
MEDIA II addresses the specific needs of  the audiovisual segment (televisi9n, video, radio, audio and  cinema) of  the content-industry; while RAPHAEL is a vertical 
programme addressing the ~ultirrhl heritage sector. The content-industcy at large is CQinposed of  those enterprises involved in content creation, developmeiJ,t, packaging and 
distribution. MEDIA II win make a very important contribution to lingllistic. plunuisrri through its language versionillg actions. These actions. Willlluild 9n work under  - .. 
MLIS 'Action Line, 2. 2 relating to. the C:ost "effective use of  versioning methodologies. MLIS will encourage the translation industry to meet the challenges in the audiovisual 
5ector:and will develop the laniuage iiurastnicture.  ·  ·  ·  •  · - ·  ·  · 
sacRA  TES AND I  The _soc~  TES ~d  LEONARJ?O programmes establish general ~~unity  frame'":orks f~r education an~  .training ?Oli? actions, for educational systems ~d  for a wide 
LEONARDO  .  ofrange of  econollllc sectors, while MLIS concentrates on the spectfic needs of the language tpdustry. Very tmportant  m this context are the past-LINGUA act1ons to 
promote. foreign language leaining. TheSe contribute to the overall MUS objeetive to promote linguistic pl~ralisril and international commUnication. MLIS and 
SOCRATES in particular are thus" fully complefuentary striving for the same strategic goru.  ·  ·  · 
SMEs-Al'fD  I  The purpose of  the Integrated Progra1nme i.n favour of SMEs and the C:raft sector is, in·the context_of the White Paper, to initiate in a ~ncerted  manner measures 
CRAFT SECTOR  . facilitating reciprocal consultation .and, where necessary, coordination between Member States with ~view  to improving the buSiness, enviro~ent  by  ~implifying 
~ procedures,·promoting supp<)it measures for.enterprises and identifying ways in which the Community can c:ontribute to ~e  development of  enterprises. MLIS addresses the 
language ind)l5try which, apart from a limited number of  inteinationaJ:players, consists mainly of  SMEs. The MLIS progtamme aims at stimtilatlng this sector arid its users, · 
many of  whom are SMEs. Results from ML~S  will open up new business opportUnities-f"or SMEs in the single market. In short. the Integrated Programme and MLIS are:.· 
fully c:omplementary in improving the ·competitiveness of  SMEs in Europe.  -- . - . 
IDA·  IDA aims at improving communication between the various Member State administrations and between them and the Commwiitjr institUtions. Tlie actions Under IDA are 
l  I  .  - - .,  .  I  '  .  •  ~  .:·  •  .  ""  .  '  •'  ? 
.complicate<J by the.different languag~s  useq by administrationS for comit'mnications, for their laws and regulations;-and by the lack of  European terininology standards in 
this sector. MLIS Will cOntribute to IDA in a significant way,. through its actions on terminology infrastructute-and on multilingual services iii the public Sector where the 
Commission's ~nsidetable  experience if!_dealin_g With mul-tilingualism will be taken into ·account.  ·  ·  · ISSN 0254-1475 
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